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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
It will be the pux•pose of this thesis to survey and 
to evaluate twentieth-century criticisms of Chaucer's 
Canterbury •rales. Because the topic is so broad, it is 
necessary to find methods of limiting the subject so that it· 
may be adequately covered herein. This paper will be limited 
primarily to books published on the topic under consideration. 
To cover all the work in periodical literature would go 
beyond the scope of this study. Perhaps that task can be 
covered by someone else. 
The ~Vorks discussed will be presented in a chrono-
logical order which will point out t.hat a definite change has 
taken place in the types of work being done on Chaucer. The 
change in scholarship >vas referred to by Lewis Leary in 
Cont.emporar;r I.i.tertw;r Scholarshj_n, ~Vhen he wrote, "Just as 
there is no longer a reason for invidious distinction between 
the scholar and the critic, so there is also not reason to 
distinguish between the scholar-critic and the teacher. nl 
Leary here alludes to the change that has taken place in the 
world of ·the scholar. The current role of the scholar and 
1Lewis Leary, "Literary Scholarship and 
of English," Contemporary Literar~ Scholarship 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 19 8), P• 39. 
the Teaching 
(New York: 
the critic is one, 
That the distinction between the scholar and the 
critic is a real one can be seen in works of Jacques Barzun, 
who, vJhen writine; about the role of the scholar of thirty-
five years ago, pointed directly to this with the following: 
••. inside the university the name of critic was a bar 
to advancement. None but scholars were wanted, and the 
scholar was defined negatively as one who, if he wrote 
or should write, 1-wuld not be accepted by any of the 
journals known as critical.2 
He went on to point out the change that was to take place 
in criticism. 
2 
After the first world war, a reaction set in against 
both the literal and introspective critic. It condemned 
both history and impressionism as irrelevant and useless, 
and asserted that the work itself was the thing--not 
its genesis and not its effect. Within the tangible 
confines of the poem or painting there-was need-for the 
application of intelligence and imagination equalling, 
perhaps, that required for the original.-creation.3 
This type of reaction led to the establishment of what may 
be called "new criticism," in the broadest sense of the word. 
The new criticism is so prevalent in modern literary 
scholarship that it is worth>lhile to attempt to determine 
how much thl.s influence has affected Chaucerian scholarshl.p. 
For this purpose the following guide to the meaning of the 
new criticism will be followed~ 
2 Jacques Barzun, "The Scholar-Critic, 11 Contemporary 
Literar;y: Scholarship (New York: ApJ?leton-Century-Crofts, 
Inc., 1958), P• 3. 
3 l..Ql_Q.' P• ;>. 
Broadly, the new critics (deeply indebted to 
Coleridge and 1', S. Eliot) hold that literature is not 
to be judged as ethics, science, theology, history, 
etc.; criticism is an act of analyzing and evaluating 
a work of literature, and is not concerned with the 
perceiver's emotional reaction (here they differ from 
I. A. Richards), or t•ith the biography of the writer, 
or with the influence of the work on later history.4 
As is implied in the guide, the new criticism, even 
3 
with all its differences, is not totally different from other 
forms of criticism, as was noted by William Van 0 'Connor 
when he t•rote: 
The modern Cl"itical spectrum is different from the 
critical spectrums of Aristotle, Dante, Sir Philip 
Sidney, Boileatt, Goethe, Arnold, or Croce--but not so 
different as we sometimes sttggest. Each of these 
critics has a great deal in common with his fellow 
critics, up arid down the ages. And t-Ie have a lot in 
common ~<lith all of them. It is a matter of emphasis, 
In tendlne; to stress objective theory we are not 
doing anything amiss. It is the work of art that 
gives rise to critical theory in the first place, To 
put the emphasis on the work.of art is as good a place 
as any to put it. Bgt it is not the only place the 
emphasis can be put. . 
The curl"ent emphasis on objecti~e criticism and 
evaluation seems, at times, to greatly outweigh the older 
schools of genetical and historical criticism; however, when 
the subject of the criticism is as far removed from modern 
language as is Middle English, it is necessary that serious 
4Sylvan Barnet, Morton Berman, and William Burto, The 
Study of Literature: A Handbook of Critical Essaf; and Terms· 
\BOston: Little, Brown and Company, 1960), p. 28 • -
;;William Van O'Connor, "Introduction," The Modern 
Critical Spectrum, Gerould Jay Goldberg, Nancy~rmer 
Goldberg, editors (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:. Prentice-
Hall, Inc,, 1962), pp. xvi-xviio 
scholarship be completed before criticism can be effectively 
accomplished; therefore, in this paper, the term scholarly 
will, unless noted differently, be used to denote 
biographical, historical, or genetical criticisms, and the 
term critical will be used to denote evaluative interpre-
tative criticism. 
'rhe following, then, are the considerations of this 
essay: a chronological survey of twentieth-century 
criticisms of Chaucer's Canterbury ~l.'ales, an evaluation of 
those criticisms, and an examination of the changes in 
scholarly approach that manifest themselves in the works 
cons ideved, 
4 
1'his study will exclude the effovts concevning the 
establishing of texts and all citations will be based on the 
6 
Robinson text, The scholarly efforts given to dating the 
tables will also be excluded. Those untranslated works done 
in non-English speaking countries will be excluded, An 
annotated bibliography coveving the major' works published 
between 1900 and 1965 will be included at the end of the 
study. ~ 
6 F·. N. Robinson ( edJ, !h2. Complete Works .£! Chaucer 
(Second edition; Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1957). 
~- --
. 
CHAP'rER II 
THE CRITICISMS OF 1900-192) 
In the period just prior to 1900, T, ·R. Lounsbury, in 
the introduction to his three-volume work, Studies 111 
Chaucer, noted that there had been a recent revival in 
scholarship and appreciation of Chaucer, He wrote, "It is 
Hell within bounds to say that he {!JhauceiJ has been more 
read and studied during the past twenty years than during 
the previous two hundred. nl That Chaucer ian studies had 
become popular is manifest in Lounsbury's statement of 
purpose: 11 It was with the intention of putting together in 
a compendious and easily accessible form the results of the 
2 latest investigations that this work was undertaken. 11 
The need for a collection of the results of recent scholar-
ship makes clear the prominent position that Chaucerian 
scholarship had achieved just before the twentieth century, 
Even twenty years earlier ,James H~ssell Lowell had written: 
''Will it do to say anything, not new, but even fresh, on a 
topic so well worn? 11 3 Lowell is being ·ironic so that he can 
1 T·, R. Lounsbury, Studies in Chaucer (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1892), I, pp. xi-xii, 
2Ibid., p. xiii. 
3James Hussell Lowell, "Chaucer,_" in & Study Windows 
(Cambridge, Mass,: Riverside Press, lb71), p. 227. 
6 
say something fresh about Chaucer, but the phenomenon which 
makes such an ironic statement possible is the rather 
extensive amount of scholarship that had already been done. 
Much the same thought led A. C. Baugh to state, in his 
11 Fifty Years of Chaucer Scholarsl:lip," "It can justly be said 
that Chaucer studies had reached scholarly maturity by 1900. 114 
It is a tribute to Chaucer's genius that a field which 
seemed so well worn-should prove to be fertile in the present 
century. One needs only to glance at D. D. Griffith 1 s 
Bibliop;P~ of Chaucer, 1908-12.2.3. to see that the soil of 
the Chaucerian field is not depleted land, but that it still 
produces a healthy crop of scholarly and critical commentary. 
At the opening of the twentieth century there was a 
minimum of Chaucerian studies, with the failure of the 
Chaucer Society and the deaths of Furnivall and Skeat having 
been more prominent than the literary efforts. However, in 
the first decade two books were published which are of 
considerable consequence. The first of these, !h& Poetry £! 
Chaucer by Robert Kilburn Root, written to " ••• render 
accessible to readers of Chaucer the fruits of these investi-
gations Lprimarily the twenty years just prior to Root's 
publicatiouJ, in so far as they conduce to a fuller 
4 A. C. Baugh, 
Speculum, vol. XXVI:: 
11 Fifty Years of Chaucer Scholarship," 
number 4 (October, 1951}, P• 659. 
I 
I 
appreciation of the poet and his work, 115 might normally be 
considered as a later work because of the completeness with 
which it was revised in 1922; however, since this study 
attempts to show changes that have come about in scholarship 
and since the revised edition follows basically the same 
form as the original, it is appropriate to include it as a 
book of the first d.ecade of the twentieth century. 
Only the first two and the last four chapters are of 
concern here. The first two chapters deal with fourteenth-
century England as Chaucer would have known it and with 
Chaucer himself. 1'he final four chapters deal with the 
Can terbur;y: 'l'ales. 'rhe remaining middle section of the book 
deals with other works by Chaucer, 
7 
Professor Root.deals primarily with a presentation of 
the existing scholarship, and occasionally he attempts to 
explain existing inconsistencies in the Canterbury Tales. 
For example, he explains the conclusion to the "Pardoner's 
'rale" as an intentional action of the Pardoner to complete 
his example of his preaching technique, It was not simply a 
matter of the Pardoner's being carried away with himself, 
This type of explicatory comment causes Root to appear as 
more recent than his dates would indicate; however, this 
to its 
Smith, 
5Robert Kilburn Root, ~ Poetry 2£. 
~~Appreciation (Gloucester, 
1934), p. v. . 
Chaucer: A Guide 
Mass,:: ·Peter 
type of comment is not the essence of Root 1 s work. 
Perhaps the greatest defect of this book is that the 
space given to the sources of the tales is excessive; but, 
since this information can and does show the agility with 
•Jhich Chaucer adapted his stories to his own framework, this 
has value. 
In general, the technique followed by Root is an 
introductory evaluation of each tale, followed. by a summary 
of the tale, and then by a sLmunary of the sources for the 
' 
tale. Occasionally Root will indulge in explicatory 
criticism, but the most significant feature of this book is 
the survey o:(' previotlB scholarship ·Upon which Root can base 
his opinions and interpretations. 
The second major book about Chaucer to be published 
in this century was G. G. Coulton's Chaucer and his England. 
It is primarily a history that uses the Canterbury Tales as 
its backdrop and therefore is useful as a historical 
reference. Coulton's discussion of the Canterbury Tales as 
literature is so brief that it is not of great use to the 
student of Chaucer; nevertheless, he presents a great 
8 
wealth of information on the England of Chaucer 1 s day. This 
information makes the tales much more profound than might 
otherwise be realized because it enables the reader to have 
greater insight into Chaucer 1 s portrayal of English society 
in the pilgrimage microcosm. 
9 
Coulton 1 s brief treatment of the tales is centered on 
the interplay of the tales and the connectives instead of 
on the tales themselves. This presentation demonstrates 
that Coulton, perhaps inadvertently, saw the significance of 
the dramatic quality of the tales even though he never 
referred to the drama as such. He attributed much of the 
greatness of the Canterbury •rales to the plan which allowed 
Chaucer to follo~J a formal literary type 1 the frame-tale 1 
but to deviate enough to portray life more vividly than did 
Boccacci.o, for example, simply because Chaucer's dramatis 
6 personae were more varied. The sharp contrasts of medieval 
society also gave the poet more room in which he could 
develop his variety.7 Coulton continued: 
All moodo, from the most exalted piety down to the 
coarsest buffoonery, were possible and natural on a journey religious indeed in essential conception, but · 
which had by this time become so common and worldly 
a .function that few pilgrims dreamed of putting off 
the old Agam until the white walls of Canterbury came 
in sight. 
Thus one can see the sort of commentary Coulton 
attempted and worked diligently to document. It is on this 
type of information that Coulton best succeeded; and well 
it might be, since his book is not aimed at literary 
criticism but at literary background and the history behind 
6 G. G. Coulton, Chaucer and his England· (New York:: 
University Paperbacks, 19$2), p. 12$: 
7 8 ~., p. 126. Ibid, 
thfl ll.terature. 
In 1910, Emile Legouis published his famous French 
study, Chauco1' 1 A. C, Baugh noted that Legouis 1 s Chaucer 
" ••• gives us a French point of view but it is written 
\vlthout cnthus:lasm. 119 Ho>-<ever, in one chapter, "The 
'Canterbury 1' Hles 1 :· A Literary Study," Lee;ouis highly 
praises the Crmter>hm•y 1'ale§_ and Chaucer. Legou.is notes 
here, with some apparent surprise, that Chaucer, a man who 
10 
hlld been stPupped by c<Jnvention, oould C!o a wo:rk as o:riginal 
He ·~hen goes on tp say that the 
personal intevplay and the study of chavactevs and customs 
\vor0 " ••• nothing less than a change in intellectual 
attitude •••• It was the first time that a writer proved 
himself clee.rly conscious of ,the relation b~tween individuals 
and idotw. 1110 In th:ts relationship, Legouis found Chaucer 
to be very realistic, He observed that the pilgrims lived 
thei~ own lives and that their interests were basic-money, 
1ovQ 8 t'o,\ds, 11 and that is why we feel tho,t they are in the 
poom s l\oh ao t;h<fy •~wre in reall·ty • why they are true to life 
and form the very backbone of that history which they care so 
little about. 1111 
9 Baugh, £2• eit., p. 672. 
10Emi le Legouis, Chaucer, ·~runs. L. Lailavoix (London: 
IDent, :W.tton, 1913), p. 1~$. 
11 l.!?i9,., P• 147. 
Legouis also recognized the dramatic interaction of 
the tales. Each tale is subordinated to the character of 
the teller and the ensuing interaction of that character 
11 
>Ji th other charactero. Therefore the tales are not separate 
entities, but part of a greater work.12 
After noting Chaucer 1 s freshness, sympathy, and joy 
in being alive, Legouis concluded, 11 ••• if I had to express 
in one word the advance made by Chaucer, I would say that he 
represents a progress of intelligence."l3 This final praise 
by Legouis is as high as could be given any writer. Perhaps 
Legouis· had been cool to Troilus ~ Cri.seyde, us noted by 
14 . 
Baugh, but he is not cool to the Canterbury 1'ales. 
Legouis 1 s book has many observations that are fresh 
and therefore add to the vitality of the Canterbury Tales. 
The French point of vie11 developed by Legouis also makes the 
book worthy of reading. 
The first four chapters of this book deal with the 
biography of the poet and his maturation as a literary 
artist. The fifth chapter is devoted to the sources of the· 
Canterbury •rc'llon. As can be seen in the summary of contents, 
Legouis has written a book which is primarily scholarly as 
opposed t·o critical. Only the final chapter is critical. 
12 Ibld., pp. 181-182. 13Ibid., PP• 202·3· 
14Baugh, loc. £11• 
/ 
The next book or great importance in Chaucerian 
studies is the classic literary study by George Lyman 
Kittredge, Chaucer ~his Poet:!:i[. This book, because it 
was originally a series or lectures presented at Johns 
12 
Hopkins University, has neither footnote documentation nor 
bibliography. H01vever, the book, written with verve and wit 
as well as a great knowledge of the subject, has greatly 
influenced students of Chaucer. 
Kittredge felt that twentieth-century readers are 
closer in feeling to Chaucer than they are to the eighteenth 
century because of the rapid changes that were going on in 
the fourteenth century • 15 He then said 11 ., .·Chaucer was born 
in a time of great religious and political ·and literary 
activity, not so much at the end of the middle ages as at 
the beginning of the modern world. 1116 For these reasons the 
modern reader can be expected to have great empathy for 
Chaucer and therefore great appreciation for Chaucer's works, 
as reflecting ideas of modern times. 
In addition to having written beautiful poetry, 
Chaucer is credited with an important step in the development 
of English: 
l;iGeorge Lyman Kittredge, Chaucer and his Poetry 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1915), p. 2.· 
16 lli£.., p. ;). 
His service was to write the Midland dialect with an 
ease, a polish, and a regularity which commanded 
immediate and unanimous admiration, and to use it as 
the vehicle for first-rate poetry. Nothing was more 
needed. Those who carne after him had now an accepted 
standard,l7 
13 
This service is one that must be honored and respected, The 
acceptance of English would have surely occurred without 
Chaucer, but he did accelerate the process, 
On the Canterbury Tales proper, Kittredge maintains 
that it is our duty to regard the several stories together 
from a "dramatic point of view."18 He notes that 
structurally the stories are long speeches, "but they are 
not mere monologues, for each is addressed to all the other 
personages, and evokes reply and comment, being thus in a 
real sense, a part of the conversation. n:l9 A dramatic point 
of view has been expressed by Root, Coulton, and Legouis, 
but Kittredge centers his study on the drama and amplifies 
it with his "marriage group" theory, Here'Kittredge clearly 
breaks from the historical criticism and enters the realm of 
creative critical commentary. Here he is original and 
provocative. 
Kittredge concludes his study with an interpretation 
of the Pardoner that is as original as it is powerful, He 
17Ibifi., P• 7. 
19Ibi£., P• 155, 
18Ibid., p. 151. 
14 
finds a tragic mask hidden behind the Pardoner's actions and 
thereby explains the confusing close to the Pardoner's 
story. Kittredge asserts that t.he Pardoner momentarily 
reverted to the youthful, idealistic self that was now lost 
and that he was in a state of emotional crisis as he 
concluded his story. 20 This type of interpretative comment 
shows Kittredge to have characteristics which later are to 
be associated with the new criticism, 
In 1917, a book was published which is as much pure 
scholarship as one might ever hope to find, That book, 
Bernard Jefferson's Chaucer .!ill£ ill Consolation .2£ 
Philosophy of Boethius, has as its thesis the indebtedness 
of Ch1mcer to the Consolation .2.[ Philosoph;y;. This book is 
concerned with Chaucer's thought and the manner in which it 
is manifested in Chaucer's works; it is not especially 
concerned \<lith the literary quality of the works, 
Jefferson's book would be a good place for a reader 
to find the basic tenets of Boethian philosophy without 
turning to the original. The book is organized about areas 
of thought (chapter t1~o, for example, deals with the 
Boethian concept of providence) with a discussion of the 
selections from Chaucer that relate to that thought, The 
concluding chapter of the book lists, in survey form, the 
20 Ibid., pp. 216-18. 
lines from Chaucer 1 s various works in which Boethian . 
influence is manifest. 
The clarification of Boethian influence on Chaucer 
can lead to a more complete understanding of Chaucer's 
v1orks. The Boethian concepts are so prevalent in Chaucer 1 s 
worlw that the reader must have a good working knowledge of 
the l.deas to_ understand fully the tales, 
In 1923, The Chaucer Tradl.tion by Aage Brusendorff 
' 1vas published. ~l'his book never attempted to be a work of 
literary criticism; it l.s~ instead~ aimed at helping 
' 
establish finding the best manuscripts and the most accurate 
reading of Chaucer's works. Since it is concerned primarily 
with manuscript problems, it may be dismissed here with 
Baugh's comment, 11 ... stimulatine; but too often given to 
special pleading and the defense of lost causes to be 
21 
recommended to the non-specialist, 11 Brusendorff's book is 
interesting only if the reader cares for the development 
that helped lead to a definitive text of the Canterbury 
Tales. Perhaps the one area in which Brusendorff has appeal 
for the non-specialist and the specialist, since so much of 
his discussion of manuscripts has been more completely 
21 Baugh, loc. cit., p. 672. 
16 
covered by John M, Manly and Edith Rickert22 and F. N. 
Robinson, 23 is his early admission that there are irregu-
larities in the poetic line of Chaucer and his dismissal o:f 
those who would attempt to make Chaucerian verse perf'ect. 24 
In 1925,. another important, purely scholarly work was 
published: Caroline Spurgeon's ~Hundred Years£! Chaucer 
Crlticism and AllLJ.sion illl-1900, The services rendered by 
this pl!.blication are great for the scholar who wishes to 
find allLJ.sions to Chaucer which may otherwise evade his 
searching. A summary statement, dividing the :five hundred 
years into slx general periods, best shows the results of 
Caroline Spurgeon 1 s 1~ork: 
(1) Enthusiastic and reverential praise by his 
contemporaries and immediate successors, which lasts 
to the end of the fifteenth century, 
(2) The universal acknowledgement o:f his genius by 
the Scottish poets of the fifteenth and early sixteenth 
centuries, this admiration taking the form of imitation; 
whereas in England at this period Chaucer is admired 
rather more as a social reformer and as.an exposer of 
vice and folly, than as a literary artist. 
(3) The critical attitude, which begins towards the 
e~d of the sixteenth century with the Elizabethans. 
Chaucer still holds his place as prince of English 
poets; Sidney praises him, Spenser looks to him as 
22 John Matthews Manly and Edith Richert, The Text of 
the Canterbury Tales, 8 Vols. (University of Chicago-press; 
1940). 
23 F. N. Robinson (ed.), ~Works££ Geoffrey Chaucer 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1957). 
24Aage Brusendorff, The Chaucer Tradition (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1925), PP• 109-110. ! 
' 
' ~-
17 
master. Now, however, begins to creep in that general 
belief which clung so persistently·to the minds of all 
writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: 
that Chaucer was obsolete, that his language was very 
difficult to understand, his style rough and unpolished, 
and his versification imperfect. 
(I+) During the seventeenth century this belief gains 
so much ground that Chaucer's language ,is said to be an 
unlmown tongue; the knowledge of his versification ~ 
entirely disappears; for eighty-five years (1602-87) 
no edition of his works is published, and his 
reputation altogether touches its lowest point. 
(5) Dryden's Fabl~ in 1700 inaugurate what may be 
called the period of modernizations. This is a time of 
ever-increasing interest in and admiration for Chaucer, 
combined with the fixed belief that in order to make 
him intelligible or possible to the modern readers his 
writings must be 1 refined 1 ; that is, diluted and 
translated into current English. 'J:his phase may be 
said to have continued up to 1841, when the last 
ambitious 'modernization• was published, but it was 
co-existent with and largely overlapped the sixth and 
present period of--
(6) Scholarly stlldy and appreciation, dating from the 
pllblication of Tyrwhitt's edition of the Canterbutx 
~-'"\..l~ in 1775. 'l'yrwhitt made possible to the general 
reader the rational study of Chaucer's own works by 
editing a careful and scholarly text of his •.rales, and 
for the. first time he definitely and clearly stated and 
proved the true theory of the poet 1 s versification, thus 
disposing of one of the most.serious obstacles to the 
·proper recognition of Chaucer's greatness as a literary 
craftsman. 'l'his work was carried on and practically 
completed by the labours of the members of the Chaucer 
Society, founded in 1868, which prepared the way for 
the final scholarly complete edition of the p~~t 1 s 
.works brought out by Professor Skeat in 1894. 
The Chaucerian studies of 1900-1925 are, as might be 
expected from Barzun 1 s comment mentioned earlier, 26 
25 . 
Caroline Spurgeon, ~ Hundred Years £! Chaucer 
Criticism an£ Allusion 13.§1-1900, Vol. l. ( •Cambridge 
·University Press, 1925), pp • .x-xi. 
26 
See Chapter I, p. 2. 
I 
I 
18 
primarily scholarly. Only Kittredge, Legouis, and Root 
expended any effort on interpretation and then only 
occasionally, Jefferson, Spurgeon, Brusendorff, and Coulton 
wr•ote works that can on,ly be called scholarly, however 
important they may be. 
The most common idea to be found in these studies is 
that of the existence of an underlying dramatic principle 
in the formt.tlatlon and execution of the Canterbt.try Tales, as 
111as mcmtioned directly or indirectly by Coulton, Legouis, 
Hoot, and Kittrede;e, who used this concept as the organizing 
principle for his discussion of the Canterbury Tales. 
Beyond this the studies of that quarter century have 
in common the scholarly approach, the application of external 
information to Chaucer's work. Each study, with the excep-
tj.on of Kittredge's conception of the marriage group and his 
discussion of drrune.tic principles, is either organized aboltt 
the scholarshlp of the day, or establishes the scholarship 
in a parti'cular area; e.g., Spurgeon and Jefferson establish 
scholarship, and Root centers his work about existing 
scholarship. The time was not yet ripe for a critical 
approach to Chaucer, With the exception of a man of genius 
who is above the tendencies of the day, such as Kittredge, 
the scholar of this period of time is far removed from 
. 27 the cr i tl c •. 
27A good discussion of this problem can be found in 
Norman Foerster 1 s·"'£he Study of Letters" in Literary 
Scholarship~ Its Alms and Methods (Chapel Hill:- The 
University of North Carolina Press, 1941), PP• 3-32 .. 
19 
I 
CHAPTER III 
THE CHI'l'ICISMS OF 1926-1950 
During the period 1926-1950, a time fraught with 
Chuucerian studies, a change in the approach to scholarship 
manifested i tsel.f. Critical commentary was to be found with 
increasing .frequency, and yet the scholarly approach, 
neither lost nor supplanted, also remained common. In this 
period certain areas of scholarship were completed so that 
the writers would logically begin examination in some new 
area. Because of Manly and Hichert 1 s text of the Canterbury 
Tales, for exrunple, one question facing scholars was answered. 
'l'he scholarship on Chaucer's Canterbur:z: Tales had reached a 
point where more literary criticism was needed, and literary 
theories had reached the point where more criticism was 
being demanded. 
The first major work of this period, John M. Manly's 
~New Light .QQ. Chaucer, published in 1926, is not primarily 
criticism; it is instead an attempt at scholarly detection. 
Manly endeavors to find a real person behind the portraits of 
several of the pilgrims: the Wife of Bath, the Host, the 
Monk, the Squire, the Prioress, the Franklin, the Sergeant 
at Law, the Shipman, and the Parson, While the proof is not 
absolute in any case, this book does make interesting 
reading because it amplifies the case for a realistic 
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interpretation of the portraits. Even if Manly's theory is 
incorrect, it demonstrates how well Chaucer had pictured his 
society. If the picture had not been clear, Manly could 
never have found possible and plausible models. Manly's 
argument that Chaucer's writings were intended for a select 
l:i.stening audience, not for publication, gives the weight of 
logic to the interpretation that Chaucer had individualized 
his portraits to give his audience the pleasure of making 
the correct personal identification of the character. 
Also published in 1926 was Walter Clyde Curry's 
Chaucer and 1h£ Mediaeval Sciences. This book, 11 ••• the 
result of an attempt to follow Geoffrey Chaucer in his 
studies of the mediaeval sciences and to indicate with what 
degree of success he has employed scientific materials in 
the creation of his poetical works, n.l points out how well 
Chaucer has employed science to give greater depth to his 
' portraiture of medieval society. Curry emphasizes that it 
·was not necessary for Chaucer to believe without question 
all that he wrote, "Chaucer was no more a pamphleteer than 
an exponent of pure science; he was a literary artist, 
creating characters and setting them forth by means of 
2 
whatever !Jlaterials his age afforded," 
1 Walter Clyde Curry, Chaucer and the Mediaeval 
§£iences (New York: Barnes and Noble;-I~, 1960), p. xi, 
2 Ibid., p. xxiv. 
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Because the scientific truths of today are not those 
of the fourteenth century, the information compiled by Curry 
makes possible a more complete interpretat,ion of Chaucer's 
lvork which demonstrates Chaucer's depth o:r knowledge and 
accuracy of interpretation against the background of the 
medieval sciences. The scientific "facts" discuss~d in this 
work give the reader a greater appreciation for the depth of 
Chaucer's thought and, at the same time, support character 
interpretations with the scientific data of physiognomy 
and astrology. Although this book is essentially scholarly, 
it leads to possible critical commentary, . A more complete 
interpretation of several characters from the Canterbury 
Tales is possible because of the information Curry makes 
.accessible to the reader. 
In 1927, ! Chaucer Handbook, by Robert Dudley French, 
was published: 
This volume has been prepared in the hope that it 
may be of service, in making readily available some 
material which scholarship has cont.ributed to an under-
standing of the poetry of Chaucer. It is no part of 
its purpose to offer aesthetic criticism •••• 3 
Here one neit;her expects nor finds anything other than a 
survey of scholarship. The book contains biographical and 
historical data and discusses Chaucer's works. However, 
3Robert Dudley French, ! Chaucer Handbook (New 
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1927), p. vi. 
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the dis~ussion is merely a collecting of information, one 
which never takes sides in arguments; the book simply surveys 
the work of other scholars. French has covered much the same 
ground as Root and has done so only five years after Root's 
rather complete revision of 1922. Perhaps French was right 
when he decided that "it has seemed best, in a work such as 
this, to adopt u somewhat conservative position on disputed 
matters, and to deal as impartially as possible with unsettled 
t j . ,,4 b k ld d con rovers .es ••• , ut the wor wou comman greater 
attention if he had taken sides so that he could be counted 
on issued. This book is a good illustration of the extreme 
position of the scholarly technique, and the. results are 
rather dj.sappointing. One example of, its weakness is 
sufficient here, French refers to possible sources of the 
"Miller's 'l'ale 11 but says, nothing of the quality of the story, 
the merits of the portraits, or the amazing unity of two 
seemingly separate plots); One should ask for and receive 
more in a handbook on Chaucer. 
G. K. Che::;terton's Chaucer, published in 1932, is an 
attempt at popularizing the poet, justifiably perhaps to 
remove Chaucer momentarily from the hands of the scholar and 
to place him in the hands of the non-specialist reader. 
4Ibi.d,, p. vii. 
5 Ibid., pp. 215-217. 
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Cheoterton ore;anized his book about the times and tried to 
explain what Chaucer may have meant to the medieval audience, 
One chief concern is the assertion that Chaucer is great, In 
the process of provi.ng Chaucer's greatness, Chesterton makes 
some statements of doubtful validity: 
1. He lChauce£7 did a number of rather remarkable 
things, including, for all practical purposes, tgssing 
off a little trifle called The English Language, 
2. The whole work /The Canterbury Tales7 takes on the 
character of a Novel, the first true novel in history.·r 
'l'he first of these statements illustrates Chesterton's 
sweeping humor, which often gets in the way of clarity and 
accuracy. The humorously intended over-statement found here 
does not allow for the great strides the English language had 
made at this time and implies that if it were not for Chaucer, 
English would not have developed, The second assertion, that 
the Canterbury Tales is the first novel, confounds this 
writer, If one is looking for an early form of the novel, 
Troilus and Criseyde is a much more reasonable choice, as 
Kittredge concluded earlier. 
While discussing the Canterbury Tales Chesterton makes 
another somewhat confusing statement, "1'he prolonged comedy 
which we call the :Prologue, though it includes many interludes 
6G, K. Chesterton, Chaucer (London~ Faber and Faber 
Limited, 1932), p. 81, 
7 .· 
Ibid,, p. 171. 
and something like an epilogue, is made of stronger material_ 
than the tales which it carries; the narrative is quite 
lmperior to the narratives, ,B Again it appears that Chester-
ton is more interested in wit than in clarity, He relies 
upon this kind of humor for the force of his book, It reminds 
one not of a work on literature, but rather of journalism, 
Chesterton the humorist is far better represented than 
Chesterton the critic. 
John Livingston Lowes' Geoffrey Chaucer, published in 
1934 and dedicated toG, L, Kittredge, was, like Kittredge's 
book, a series of lectures before it was published. Als_o, 
in the manner of Kittredge, Lowes does more than summarize 
the scholarship of some other writers; he ~s scholarly and 
writes his own interpretations. He is not _·afraid of definite 
statements, such as,· "But Chaucer--if I may risk the paradox--
is himself the very thing he begat. He ~English poetry 
incarnate, and only two, perhaps, of all his sons outshine 
his fame, 119 The vitality and vigor of this statement give 
the aura of excitement and authority to Lowes' work. 
Lowes centers a good portion of his discussion on the 
differences between the world of today and the world of the 
fourteenth century. While discussing the problem this 
8 . ~·' p. 164. 
9John Livingston Lowes, Geoffrey Chaucer (Bloomington, 
Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1958), p. l. 
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presents to the reader and interpreter, he points clearly to 
Chaucer' 1 s literary genius: "In Chaucer 1 s greatest work 
Lthe -Canterbur;y: 'l'ales7 we have to do with timeless creations 
on a time-determined stage. nlO l'o explain f'urther he 
states, " ... the Wife of Bath and Harry Bailly and the Miller 
and the Heeve and the Squire are more vividly alive· today 
11 than you and I. 11 These characters are interpreted as more 
than stylized speakers on a rather formalized stage;' they 
are representative of human lif'e and human foibles and, 
theref'ore, are immortal creations. 
Following the introduction Lowes explores the "time-
determined stage 11 that is Chaucer 1 s world. It is not until 
near the close of the book that Professor Lowes arrives at 
a discussion of the Canterbury ~~ because he utilizes the 
concept of the developing genius of Chaucer as the organizing 
device of his book following the background information, 
The chapter on the Canterbury 'l'ales, entitled 11The Human 
'Comedy," contains only thirty-five pages, but it is f'illed 
with worthwhile information and well-founded judgments, 
Lowes finds that the individuality of the characters 
is supremely important: 
What the portaits actually do, all conjecture aside, 
is to strike the delicate balance between the character, 
in the technical, 'l'heophrastian sense of the word, and 
10 ill.£., P• 2. ll Ibid., P• _5, 
the individual--a balance which preserves at once the 
typical qualities of the one and the human idio-· 
syncrasies of the other,l2 
This conception of the character portraits leads to a 
discussion of the dramatic quality of the whole Canterbury 
pilgrlmage, with the conclusion that "the conception of the 
Canterbury :J.'ales as drama is Chaucer's masterpiece, 1113 
Lowes also essays stylistic criticism with a discus-
sion of the effectiveness of the openings of each tale (a 
glorified "once upon a time"), after which he concludes, 
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11 1'hat is the unerrl.ng instinct of the folk-tale, The trick 
is neither literary nor academic; it is instinctive and 
universal. nl4 
Following a general discussion of the craftsmanship of 
Chaucer, Lowes concludes, "But Chaucer's ultimate glory is 
not his finished craftsmanship, but the po~er by virtue of 
which he creates, through speech and action, living 
characters. 111-" As can be seen from the above quotations. 
Lowes finds the greatest examples of Chaucer's genius in 
the realism of the Canterbury 1'ales and the magnificent 
pilgrims found therein, 
Henry Dwight Sedgwick's Dan Chaucer, published in 1934, 
is something of a paradox. Sedgwick claims:: 
12 Ll.&£·, p. 163. 13 Ibid., P• 165, 
l4Ibid., p. 170. l5Ibid,, p. 18.5. 
'l'his is not a scholar's book, Reader, and if you are 
too serious-minded to find content in my amateurish, 
epicurean approach to a great poet, why, do not read 
this book, but go direct to the Gates of Scholarship, 
where indeed, by a leisurely circuitous way it is my 
ambi.tion to lead those that have the patience to read 
me.l6 
He adds to the above: 
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It is my ambition, then, not merely to narrate Chaucer's 
life, and give such background of historical events as 
may be pertinent, but also to suggest such an estimate 
of the poet's work as will seem to a dispassionate 
reader, who is neither partisan nor detractor, 
reasonable and just,l7 
From these premises one can justly expect a fresh approach, 
However, Sedgwick includes matters through which his 
scholarly weaknesses glare. In discussing Chaucer and 
18 
Boccaccio he uses the phrase 11 good felawes 'l with no 
consideration for the way it was used in Chaucer's work--that 
is, as a negative comment on a pilgrim's character, 
Sedgwick also errs, I feel, in his estimation of 
Chaucer's beliefs. "Chaucer, I have said, was not a 
religious man. 1119 On this issue he excuse.s Chaucer's 
20 
retraction as the workings of the mind of an old man. 
How he accounts for the carefully done portrayal of the 
16 . Henry Dwight Sedgwick, Dan Chaucer: An Introduction 
to the J'ciet, His Poetry and HisTimes (New York: '.rhe Bobbs-
Nerrill Company, 1934), p:-"xii. 
17~., p. 20. 
191£i£.' p. 1_50. 
··"--~--~-""~-
•'-. 
18 ~·· 
2 0 !..!:?.i£. ' 
P• 110, 
PP• 3.58-60, 
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admirable Parson he does not say, Sedgwick does not trans-
late many of the Italian lines which he has used to compare 
Chaucer with his Italian counterparts. How a man can write 
a non-scholarly book and expect his audience to be bi-lingual, 
actually tri-lingual, since he also neglects to translate 
some French, confounds the sensibility of this reader, 
Perhaps the.most telling aspect of this book can be 
found in Sedgwick's final estimate of Chaucer's poetry, 
11 Chaucer is not (I repeat), in my judgment, among the 
gJ.'eatest, but immensely clever, immensely shrewd, kindly and 
generous, a consumrnate master of meter, and a jolly good 
21 fellow. 11 And this follows only shortly on the heels of a 
comment that said much of Chaucer's verse was verse, but not 
22 poetry. Sedgwick would apparently have narrative poetry 
fit the tight pattern of briefer po.etic forms, Perhaps all 
of the Canterbur;y: Tales is not poetry, but that is not 
unexpected in narrative verse. However, to say that Chaucer 
is not among the greatest of English poets is to under-
estimate his portraiture and drama for minor considerations, 
Sedgwick's interpretations are too personally biased .to be 
academically honest. Dan Chaucer is as much an exercise in 
Sedgwick ·as it is an essay on Chaucer, 
The next book, H. R. Patch's collection of essays 
21Ibid., p. 35"(, 22 Ibid,, p. 353. 
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published in 1939 under the title, .Q,9; Rereading Chaucer, has 
been written so that, in most cases, the commentary relates 
to literature in general as well as to Chaucer, 
In the first essay, "'rhe Idea of Humor, 11 Patch notes 
that the humor of Chaucer is not bitter; it is the humor of 
understanding with the smile more important than the laugh. 
Patch finds that Chaucer's humor reaches the level of the 
sublime: 11The weaknesses or deeps [Sii/ of human nature are 
made visible, and the operation is effected with less pain 
23 than with tragedy. 11 
In a digression,Patch discusses the ~roblems between 
the scholar and the critic, and notes, 11 The critic is 
dependent .on the scholar and facts must be tested before 
24 
inferences are made. 11 I'his argument clarifies the problem 
facing the Chauceria:n: the facts must be true if the con- · 
elusions are to be valid or even reasonable. 
The next four essays are not concerned with the 
Canterbury I'ales and, therefore, are beyond the scope of 
this thesis. 
The remaining five essays on the Canterbury Tales 
include many fresh observations which add greatly to the 
interpretative storehouse of Chaucerian studies. On the 
23H. R. Patch, On Rereading Chaucer (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1959), p. 19. 
24Ibid., p. 11, 
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vitality of the pilgrims, Patch surmises, "The point that may 
be missed is that the sap was running not only in.the trees 
and bushes but also in the pilgrims," 25 Patch integrates 
this vitality with the careful selection of personalities, 
aided with touches and bits of background information, all 
of which give Chaucer's tales great realism and plausibility. 
'l'his plausibility is achieved through Chaucer's understanding 
and acceptance of human weaknesses. 11He does not forget, be 
26 it noticed, to record the sin; but he likes the sinner," 
1'he two final chapters of the book, 11 The Satirist" and 
"The Development of Chaucer's Genius," revert to Patch's 
earlier discussion of hwnor, an element Patch feels is 
extremely important to any understanding of Chaucer, The 
first of these chapters deals with the humor of satir~ and 
the second shows that the humor keeps Chaucer from.the two 
extremes, naivete and cynicism, 
The organization of this book centering about ideas 
rather than separate tales renders it more useful than would 
some other form of organization because the form makes it 
simpler for Patch to pursue an idea without being limited 
to one tale at a time. The reader need not, and probably 
should not, ahJays agree with Patch, but even in disagreement 
the reader will benefit because the disagreement will force a 
26 Ibid,, P• 160, 
sharpening of his wits and thoughts. 
On the whole, Patch shows a definite movement toward 
interpretative criticism in an area that depends heavily on 
scholarship. 
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'l'he 1940 publication l'he Living Chaucer by Percy Van 
Dyke Shelly has been extensively_ quoted by later writers. 
Shelly opens his boo!{ with a defense of reading Chaucer in 
the original and then moves to a discussion of "Chaucer and 
the Critics • 11 He concludes: "Chaucer, in a word, has been 
taken over by the scholars and specialists and has become a 
Field of Research. 1127 Here he strikes at one of the limita-
tions of Chaucerian studies. Often the specialization of a 
scholar leads him far from the central issue-•the poetry. 
Shelly avoids this difficulty by centering his study on the 
poetry itself; however, he errs at times because he apparently 
uses too little scholarship to document his generalizations. 
For example, he says of the "Knight's Tale," 
Many a passage which to us is romantic, because of.the 
vivid way in which it takes us back to the distant and 
past, must have held for Chaucer and his courtly geaders 
nothing more than matter of familiar experience.2 
It is obviously not impossible for experience to be romantic 
if it deals with romantic actions such as those of Palamon 
27 Percy Van Dyke Shelly, ~ Living Chaucer ( Phila-
delphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1940), p. 20. 
28I.t!£., p. 230. 
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and Arcite. Shelly's missing of this point is at best 
disconcerting. Again Shelly displays weakness in his 
discussion of Chaucer's style as he notes that Chaucer's 
ve:r>ue is undefiled b·y provincialismr;, archaisms, colors or 
rhetoric, euphuisms, and conceits of the Elizabethans •. 29 It 
is hardly reasonalbe to credit a writer with avoiding a 
style that had at the time of his writing not been presented 
to either the writer or his audience, as is done here with 
both the Elizabethan conceit and the euphuism of the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries. 'I'he problem of "colors of 
rhetoric" is open to serious question and discussion as 
Chaucer does not avoid rhetoric nearly so much as Shelly would 
have his reader believe, Much of Shelly 1 s'conclusion here is 
based on the ironic statement in Chaucer's writings that he 
does not know how to use rhetoric. This is much the same as 
his saying that he cannot be held responsible for the stories 
because he is just a reporter relating what someone else has 
said. 
But one should not conclude that Shelly does not make 
good observations too. He notes on the humorous tales, many 
of which are often referred to as "churls' tales," 
The conclusion is inescapable that in spite of later 
day claims to breadth and emancipation, criticism· is 
still capable of confounding morality with art and of 
accepting as its guide a conception of art in which there 
29 Ibid;, pp. 284-308. 
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is a good deal of pQritanical narrowness.30 
Shelly follows this with a defense of the chQrls 1 tales which 
is both clear and admirable. He documents his assertions 
with readings taken from the ChaQcer canon. 1'his charac-
teristic makes the book understandable by the lay reader 
withoQt limiting its importance to the scholar. 
Perhaps the greatest single weakness of Shelly's work 
is his over-zealoQs attitude that Chaucer must be considered 
great. Shelly works overly hard to defend each possible 
area of weakness in Chaucer and thereby tries unnecessarily 
to make Chaucer more than he is, more than any writer can be, 
However, in his attempt to glorify Chaucer, Shelly has done 
many good things, He has placed a critical value of 
effectiveness on many tales; he has recognized Chaucer's 
strengths in portraiture; and he has relied heavily on 
explication for his conclusions. 
One most interesting aspect of this book is its style. 
It is such that another writer can easily pull out a sentence 
. for quotation without losing the basic thought of the original 
paragraph. It is perhaps this aspect more than the actual 
comment which has led to the rather extensive quoting from 
this source by later writers. 
Marqhette Chute's Geoffrez Chaucer Qf England, 
published in 19/.j6, can be heralded as the first popular 
30 Ibid,, :('• 242. 
biography of the poet. However, this book suffers from the 
limitations of any popularization of scholarship. There is 
no documentation, and much of the interpretation is so weak 
that it is often simply a SL.tnunary of the plot, as is the 
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case with the 11Friar 1 s Tale,'' 
Miss Chute's facts are accurately sifted; however, her 
judgments are inadequate. An example can be seen in her 
unproved conunent on the Second Nun. "Chaucer did not expend 
much thought upon the Second Nun and he gave her a story he 
already had on hand, a routine saint's legend of the kind 
any nun might suitably tell. 1132 This statement is made 
without any appreciation for the fact that·Chaucer could 
have intended to. portray a nun who would tell a story 
appropriate to any nun, '£here is no reason to expect all 
characters to have the indivi'duality of the, Prioress or the 
Wife of Bath. It is unrealistic to expect all characters to 
be different from their own basic type. 
On the "Wife of Bath's Tale" Hiss Chute comments, "She 
Lthe old hagl informs him that he can have her young and 
.lovely and faithless, or old and ugly and true.n33 This is 
simply a misreading of the actual lines~ 
31Marchette Chute, Geoffrey Chaucer Qf England (New 
York: E. P. Lutton and Company, 1946), PP• 27e-279, 
32 . 4 33 . Ibid., p. 30 • ~., p. 278, 
~Chase now,'' quod she, 11 oon of thise thynges tweye: 
To han me foul and Old til that I deye, 
And to be to yow a trewe, humble wyf, 
And never yow displese in al my lyf, 
Or elles ye wol han me yong and fair, 
And take youre aventura of the repair 
'l'hat shal be to youre hous by cause of me, 
Or in some other place, may wel be," ( ll. 1219-1226) 
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Miss Chute apparently ignores the aventura of line 1224. She 
leaves no element of chance for the knight, and thereby she 
changes his problem. To make the knight's choice more 
difficult, the old woman does not guarantee him a young, 
faithless wife; she does, however, guarantee him a strong 
element of risk in that direction. He still must contend 
with his own ego before he can make the .right choice, 
Perhaps he will think that the old woman would never be 
faithless to such a magnificent knight as he. After all, his 
appearance had convinced the ladies of the court to have the 
king give him a chance to save his neck. It is the risk that 
makes the decision difficult, and the impo;t>tance of the 
decision rests specifically with that risk. 
Superficial r.eading ana ha.sty interpretation cause 
Chute 1 s book to suffer. Other instan.ces could be listed, 
but they all point to the same difficulty. In biography 
Chute is readable and accurate enough to be of importance; 
however, in critical judgments she has worked too rapidly 
to be profound and in many cases too rapidly even to be 
accurate, 
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In 19~7 came the awaited publication of H. S. Bennett's 
Chaucer and the Fifteenth Century, one book in the series 
'l'he Oxford History .2.£ English Literature, Only the first 
three chapters, ·"chaucer and His Age, 11' "Religion, 11 and 
"Chaucer, 11 are of concern for this paper, The remainder of 
the book deals with various aspects of the fifteenth century 
and its wrlters. 
After notlng that there is a sparsity of information 
on Chaucer's life, Bennett moves to a discussion of the 
development of English poetry, in'c1uding, the various types 
that preceded Chaucer. He concludes: 
'£he authors of the lyrics of Harley 2253, of Sir Orfeo, 
of Handlyng ~~. and of many other poems had already 
blazed the trail: it was for Chaucer, nourished in other 
literatures and stimulated by aristocratic demands~ 4to make rapid advances on the road of English poetry,.:> 
It is very pleasant to come across an evalu:ation of Chaucer 
that does not go too far and yet gives due credit, 
' 
·Bennett's second chapter is best SQlliillarized by his own 
opening lines: "Chaucer's :&;ngland was Catholic England, and 
if we wish to under·stand much of Chaucer's poetry we must 
know something of the religious beliefs and observances of his 
time. 1135 As Bennett discusses Catholic England, he makes 
references to the Chaucer canon wherever possible, In so 
34H. S. Bennett, Chaucer and the Fifteenth Century 
(London: Oxford University Pres-;;-:-1947), p. 1~ 
35 Ibid,, p. 12, ; 
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doing, he notes the subtlety with which Chaucer criticizes, 
and thereby he combines scholarship with criticism to the 
advantage of both. 
The third chapter expands the disc.ussion of Chaucer 1 s 
backgroung and environment and includes a chronological 
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discussion of the Chaucer canon. After dismissing the idea 
that Chaucer copied the frame-story technique from other 
sources, Bennett concludes by saying the result of Chaucer's 
conception is that: 
We are privileged, in short, to see this group of 
fourteenth century men and women, not as in a picture, 
or in the stiff attitudes of a tapestry, but as they 
laughed and talked, unconscious that the sharp highly 
trained eye of Geoffrey Chaucer was upon them. The 
result
3
is not the story, but the drama of the Canterbury 
Tales. b 
Since the section devoted to Chauceris brief, Bennett 
wisely decided to give merely an overview of the Canterbury 
Tales rather than to attempt a specific interpretation of 
each tale. In his discussion of diction and rhyme, he 
concludes, "In short, Chaucer was a conscioqs artist with a 
clear sense of the effect he wished to produce, and of how 
best; he could produce it. 11 3.? Bennett deals directly with 
the esthetic value of the works exclusive of the vast store-
house of·historical information, He thus discusses Chaucer 
solely as an artist. In so doing Bennett demonstrates the 
great inro~ds which the new criticism and its method had 
made in the world of scholarship by this time, 
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Muriel Amanda Bowden's! ~entary Q£ ~General 
Prologue to the Canterbu£1l. Tales, published in 1948, is a 
collection of the outstanding critical and scholarly opinions. 
She first discusses the general background of the customs and 
ideas of the times. Following this, she organizes her book 
about a discussion of the lines of the "General Prologue" 
taken ih order. Each succeeding chapter is given over to a 
discussion of one or more pilgrims. 
Miss Bowden gleans a great wealth of information about 
each portrait by drawing together extensive and varied 
research from many sources. She looks briefly at general 
interpretations; but she spends more time on discussions of 
specific words or descriptions and their associations. She 
also discusses related works that give general background 
information, As a result of this approach, Bowden in many 
cases draws. together important historical information which 
makes the "General Prologue" realistic to the reader and which 
gives'it an added depth, Bowden does not usually give her 
own interpretation except in the mannel;' by which she seems to 
accept or reject any comment referred to in her work. 
However, a book such as this often clears the air by drawing 
together such widely varied criticisms and makes possible new 
interpretations which come as a result of seeing all the 
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major scholarship compiled in one book. 
Nevill Coghill's ~~Chaucer, published in 1949, 
is an outstanding example .of the danger of allowing opinion 
·co stand in the 11ay of scholarship. 'lhe staements seem 
reasonable, but they are over-simplifications, generaliza-
biens, and unfollnded opinions. In the introduction he states, 
So far as the chronology of his writings can be known 
or reasonably guessed, each Sllccessive poem showed the 
addition of some new power or craft, and the sum of 
these always remained with him, llntil he gave llp 38 
11riting altogether in the last few years of his life, · 
This has been fairly well docllmented by other critics, but 
there is no evidence that Challcer stopped writing some years 
before he died. 'l'his sort of fictionalized material is 
extremely misleading. On the Canterbllry ~'ales Coghill 
comments, "There are no tormented sollls, split personalities, 
freaks or enigmas. No Hamlets, no Heathcliffs, no Judea, 
. . 1139 not even a Don Jllan. One might ask Mr. Coghill how he 
wollld explain the peculiarities of the Parqoner if there are 
scholarship, 
39 . 
Nevill Coghill, 1'he ~ Challcer (London:· Oxford 
University Press, 1949) p. x. 
40 
Ibid., p. 14. 
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William Witherle Lawrence's Chaucer~~ Canterbury 
Tales, published in 19.50, is centered on the pilgrimage and 
its relationship to the tales. Such an approach causes 
Lawrence to note that one cannot remove parts of the 
Canterbur;y:_ 'l'ales for. reasons of decorum without causing the 
~Jhole work to suffer. "Excision wrecks the narrative of the 
pilgrimage, howeve1•; the gaps resulting are too great. n4° 
Lawrence expands: 
Furthermore, I believe that absorption in the Fabliau 
and desire to experimen~ with it were in part the 
reasons why Chaucer undertook the Canterburl Tales and 
,;o1oc:tod a pHs;rimage, on whip~ any kind of' story 
might be told, as a setting."4 
Latvrence 1 s emphasizing of the need for study of all 
the Canterbury Tales and Chaucer's desire to experiment leads 
directly to his second chapter, which is concerned with 
realism. In this chapter Lawrence wisely notes, 
Chaucer aimed to give the illusion, not of an imagi-
nary tvorld, but of the real one, and the more real the 
tvol•ld of his setting, the more his tales would by 
contrast seem like tales even though some of them might 
deal Hith everyday life in a realistic fashion, But 
this is not.to say that he thought realism better than 
convention~ 2or that he was ready to throw convention overboard.'+ 
Lawrence further discusses realism to help show that it is 
40\Hlliarn Witherle Lal<!rence, Chaucer and the Canterbury 
Tales (New York: Columbia University Press, 1950)p, 13. . ·. 
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not necessarily an overthrowing of convention. 11 1'he more 
closely we examine it, the more clearly we can see that much 
is in contradiction to actual fact. Realism is not reality; 
it is a collective term for devices that give the effect of 
reality."43 :!'his statement of the critical meaning of 
realism again reminds the reade·r that Chaucer was after an 
illusion of the real world, not a presentation of the real 
world. A great creative difference separates the two. 
From this point Lawrence shifts to a discussion of the 
fabliau tales and a defense of 'the form. He notes with 
relish the gaiety of the form and asserts, '"Their mood was 
not so much satirical as irreverent. u44 French and I tali.an 
literature of the times with English literature, and by 
examining the ideas of the Church. He concludes the 
discussion of the fabliau tales by emphasizing their impor-
tance as related to modern writing techniques, especially 
realism. Lawrence notes that Chaucer's techniques may have 
been a reaction to the seemingly oppressive romanticism of 
his time. Chaucer 1 s satiric "Tale of Sir Tho pas 11 seems to 
point to the same thing. 
Lawrence then shifts to a discussion of scholars and· 
their work on the sequence of the tales. Here he does not 
discuss the tales themselves. Following this he returns to 
43Ib" . 41 
---1...£., p. • 44 . Ibid., P• 65. 
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tho tales and discusses the "l"larriage Group, 11 concluding 
happily that this group is complete, 
He closes with a discussion of Chaucer's "Retraction, 11 
which he is convinced is real. "Like any poor sinner, he 
could only cry ~ culpa! and do what he could to reconcile 
himself to its stern dictates. Let us hope that it brought 
him peace of mind at the end, but let us rejoice that it .came 
)~.;; 
no sooner .. " 
Lawrence 1 s book, which contains several good discus-
sions of the Canterbury Tales, is, however, hampered by a 
somewhat disorganized presentation of ideas that leaves 
many areas unexplored and other areas overemphasized, Perhaps 
Lawrence saw fit to use this approach because others have 
covered much of what he omitted; however, this reader, and 
hopefully others, would appreciate seeing Lawrence's commen-
tary on the areas which have not been covered, 
The~~ Prt of Chaucer, written in the last four 
years of J. S. P. Tatlock's life and finally edited by 
Germaine Dempster, was published in 19;)0. Unfo:r{tunately this 
book was left unfinished and covers only the first four of 
the Canterbury Tales. It is disappointing that Tatlock was 
not able to finish this work; however, the essential purpose 
of the book was accomplished. Tatlock had set out to show 
the development of Chaucer the poet, and in this he 
succeeded. 
Tatlock begins with a discussion of the London of 
Chaucer's time. He notes that Chaucer may well have helped 
his career with his poetry. 
:l'here was little possibility then of an author 
obtaining revenue from the sale of his works. But 
those of Chaucer undoubtedly enhanced his notability 
and attractiveness, and won him handsome gifts from 
the great and wealthy .•.• It was Chaucer the poet, 
undoubtedly, that pormoted among the4gowerful the 1'orldly standing of Chaucer the man. 
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Hhile discussing general background, 'J:atlock makes an 
interesting interpretation of Chaucer's 1374 appointment as a 
comptroller in the London port, an appointment which carried 
with it a ''proviso that he should write out the rolls with 
his own hand and not by 47 a substitute." This, Tatlock 
infers, meant that Chaucer most likely wrote clearly and 
11 therefore that no copyist's errors in his literary work 
were due to his own illegible handwriting.n48 Even if this 
premise is granted, Tatlock seems to have the possibility 
that a person might use one style of handwriting for formal 
work and quite another when writing informal material. 
Following his ~iscussion of general background, 
Tatlock turns to a discussion of Chaucer's works. 'l.'his 
46 s . c J. • P. 'l'o.tlock, The Hind and Art of haucer 
(Syracuse: Syracuse University FreSs:-19501 P: 9. 
47 48 ~·· p. 11. ~· £ii· 
discussion is rapidly paced critical comment more dependent 
on general observations than a close reading of the tales, 
'l'atlock uses the tales primarily to show how effectively 
Chaucer made his stories live. It is disappointing that 
Tatlock was unable to get beyond the first four tales to 
those that are more often given high critical regard, but 
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he had already succeeded at his basic goal, a presentation of 
Chaucer's personality as it developed, 
Also published in 19.')0 was Medieval Skepticism ~ 
Chaucer by Nary Edith Thomas. Although this book is not 
really critical, since it deals with the history of skep-
tical beliefs in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, it 
is one which the serious reader of Chaucer will wish to 
exrunine because it shows the great amount of doubt present in 
medieval society. 1'homas notes, especially about the marriage 
group, that, "Chaucer's many points of view likewise make it 
difficult for the reader to reach a clear understanding of 
what he believect." 49 In this examination of the age Thomas 
finally concludes that Chaucer was not a skeptic and that 
his many views w.ere affected poses for literary reasons. 
This period, 1926-19.')0, reveals a great variation in 
commentary on Challcer. 'l'here are the scholarly deficient I 
as seen in G. K. Chesterton and Marchetta Chute 1 and the. very · 
. 49Mary Edith Thomas, Medieval Skepticism ~ Chaucer 
(New York: The William Fredericks Press, 19.')0) p. 93 •. 
proficient, as seen in Hanly, Curry, Lowes, Bowden, and 
Tatlock. 'rhe books vary greatly in approach, concerning 
themselves with the development of Chaucer's genius, the 
finding of historical figures as models for the portraits, 
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the scientific knowledge of the times, Chaucer's biography, 
the popularizing of the poet's work, and the presentation of 
the best scholarship of the modern age on one part of the 
Chaucer canon. Such wide variety shows the breadth Chaucerian 
studies had reached by 1950. It is no longer sufficient to 
ferret out some few obscurities, look at these, and call 
this scholarship. One must bring more than knowledge to 
the work; one must include insight and creative thought. 
The fields of pure scholarship have nearly all been tilled 
and the crops harvested. It is time to rotate the crops to 
maintain a good harvest, 
CHAPTER IV 
THE CRITICISMS OF 1951-1965 
This section of the paper is perhaps the most 
important because it covers material which has not been 
revielved in any single source prior to this time. The 1900-
1950 period was covered, although only briefly, by A. c. Baugh 
1 in "Fifty Years of Chaucer Scholarship." Essentially Baugh 
concludes that by 1950 scholars were in a. better position 
than they vJere at the turn of the century because of the 
scholarship that had been completed by then: the bibliography 
by Griffith, the standard edition by Robinson, the eight-
volurne text of the Canterbury Tales by Manly and Rickert, and 
the extensive amount of scholarship and criticism done by 
many outstanding scholars. 
Sister H. Hadeleva 1 s !i Lost Language and Other Essays 
Sill Chaucer published in 1951, deals with the religious works 
of Chaucer. Sister Madeleva puts forward her reasons for 
finding Chaucer's portrayal of nuns something other than 
satiric, as other critics have found it. The reasoning, if 
not always fully satisfying, is certainly fresh, What she 
proves best is that Chaucer knew what he was about. How else 
could such opposing interpretations be made about his work~ 
1Albert C. Baugh, 11:B'ifty Years of Chaucer Scholarship," 
Speculum, XXVI, (October, 1951) pp. 659-672. 
Sister Madeleva also covers briefly the "Parson's 
'l'ale." She asserts, "Most of the great students of dhaucer 
have not shared with him the doctrines and practices 6f. his 
falth."2 As a result she implies that much of his doctrine 
has been misinterpreted. Although her own work on the 
"farson's Talc" is filled with Catholic doctrine, it still 
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has merit for dealing with a part of the Canterbury Tales 
normally avoided or bypassed with minimal comment. Chatlcer's 
retraction following the 11 .1:'arson 1s 1'ale 11 is interpreted by 
the sinter as his final judgment of his work as a moral act. 
It has no reference to literary quality. Thereby the 
retraction gives the reader a listing of Chaucer's morally 
approved canon. 
Alae published in 1951 was Kemp·Malone's Chapters .Q!l 
Cha<.1cer. Five chapters of this book are of concern here: 
Chapter I "Chaucer and the Fourteenth Century, 11 Chapter VIII 
"The General Frologue of the 1 Canterbury Tales, 111 Chapter IX 
"The Canterbury Pile;rims," and Chapters X .and XI, both of 
which are conti.nuations o.f the discussion of the pilgrims. 
l1alone interprets Chaucer's ptlrpose much as Chaucer 
himself had otated in his proloe;ue. ''But his chief interest 
l::cy in hi·s &rt, not his mes::>age, He was a story-teller, not 
2Sister Mary !1v.deJeva, JJ. Lost Language ~ Other 
Esso.yo .£!1 Chaucer (New York: Sheed, 1951) p. 69, 
a propagandist; a poet, not a preacher.•3 It. is good to be 
reminded thtat Chaucer does not overtly condemn; he leaves 
that to the less broad-minded reader. 
In Chupi;0r VIII Malone centere his comments on 
literary technique, He analyzee the style with particular 
cmphanis on tho detal.l which marks the ttl'rologue" with 
flu.idl ty und lnformnli ty. He notes carefully the pronounD 
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uood in the earl;; part of the C><nterbury ~~ and concludes, 
"It is bhe stylistic function of these pronounsto emphasize 
tho informc,l, conversational effect of the passages in which 
. L ... 
th<;y occm'. 11 ~ This. careful approach to Chaucer 1 s style is 
something thnt has. needed doing, and Malone opens the door 
for such approaches as will naturally follow, 
In Chapter IX !'Ialone warns of the danger of exact 
scholarship: . "'rhe great· danger is that we may become so 
absorbed in our study of the parts that we .lose sight of the 
whole."_:; Perhaps this in an-apology-in advance for the 
stylistic interpretatlon which he has begun, a critical 
technique which often leaves the whole f'or a discussion of 
the exacting minutiae. It also serves as u warning for 
any critic who moves into a study of any of the various 
details which crop up in the study of any poet. 
3 . 
Kemp Malone, Chapters on Chuuc~ (Baltimore: The 
Johns Hopkins Press, 1951) , p. 12. 
'4 Ibid,, p. ILe6• 
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Malone's discussion of the pilgrims is always lucid, 
as one example will show, In his discussion of money and the 
pilgrims he notes: 
One could hardly imagine him L_the Man of La'i] choosing 
to be poor, but then he oJas a man of law, not a man of 
God. For the creature comforts, pets, fine clothes, 
gold Ol'naments and the like of the two WOrldlings (the 
monk and the prioress) there is less excuse, since they 
had taken a vow of poverty, but one might· plead that 
technically speaking they had not broken this vow, 
since, in theory, they had no possessions, though the 
orders to which they belonged were wealthy enough to 
provide them with luxuries as well as the necessities 
of l:Lfe. Moreover, Chmwer does not ·accuse the world-
lings of avarice, and he treats their worldliness with 
a kind of amus<~d tolerance. The Friar and the pardoner 
belonG to CL very diffcl"ent category, ·that of wicked 
vicious clerics. They make money hand over fist, by 
fraud, deceit, ar:id trickery of the base;>t and most 
despicable kind. For them there is no excuse, no 
saving· grace. 'rheir gains are ill gotten indeed,6 
'rhis type of commentary, allowing for shades of grey 
and doing so with clari.ty, makes Malone 1 s work show up as 
exceptional critical commentary and scholarship. His 
opinions are backed with lucid reasoning a~d presented in a 
critical style as clear as the reasoning behind it. More 
books on Chaucer should be so well based and executed, 
ChatJcer the Naker by John Speirs was also published 
------
in 19.51. It concerns itself in both the introduction and 
conclusion with assertions that Chaucer's society was a 
well integrated one which allowed Chaucer to find an interplay 
6 Ibid., p. 18_5, 
between himself and his au.dience. 
Chaucer's poetry implies that his English community 
was, comparatively, a homogeneous community in which 
folk of diverse 11 degrees 11 were interdependent and inti-
mate, as by comparison persons in the modern classless 
masses are isolated; it implies, perhaps, the most 
nearly inclu.sive social order that has ever been 
implied in Engli-sh and (despite 7he Peasants' Revolt) 
the most harmoniously integrated. 
In his conclusion Spiers notes. a similar idea. 
Such poems as Chaucer's and Langland's, Sir Gawayn 
and the Grene Knlp;ht and the Ballads with their con-
ventions; their symbolic uses of language and various 
metrical systems and literary idioms, must have had a 
long ti'adi tion--a his tory that needs disentangling and 
chartine;--of practice by poets and comprehegsion by 
audiences educated in responding to poetry. 
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Surely Spiers cannot expect the reader to believe fully that 
Chaucer's poetry was meant as much for the common man as it 
was for the men of the court or even 'that the common man was 
schooled by association with nobility to respond to poetry. 
The paradox is too great. Spiers has overstepped the bounds 
of good reason; literary history, for this purpose, needs 
not disentangling, but complete re-interpretation. Not all 
men in any society have the capacity for understanding the 
artistry of poetry, and the l0easants 1 Revolt cannot be that 
simply dismissed. 
Chaucer the Maker is divided into two parts: 11 'l.'o 
the Canterbury ~ales It and 11 'rhe Canterbury Tales. 11 The first 
7John Spiers, Chau.cer ~Maker (London: Faber and 
Faber, 19.51), p. 20. 
8Ibid., P• 207. 
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part deals essentially with the concept of Chaucer's 
developing genius, and the second confirms that genius with 
an evaluation of the Canterbury 'l'ales, This second part 
begins, 11 'l'he CnnterbLU'Y ~'o.le~ is the completion of Chaucer's 
poetry;.... 'l'he poem is the culmination of Chaucer's 
dramatic poetic development of English speech; and something 
' 9 
unaccountably ne1<J in medieval li ter.ature , 11 Spiers' inter-
preta tions are presented in the. order of the tales so that 
he can concentrate on the dramatic interplay of the stories, 
and are heav:lly i.nterspersed with quoted material from the 
tales themselves. 'l'his approach, which usually gives clear 
interpretations, is somewhat muddled by Spiers with 
parenthetical information. It is much as if Spiers recog-
nized a flaw in his own commentary and wishes to dismiss it 
\•ith parenthetical information. A good example of this can 
be seen in the comment on the 11Merchant 1 s Tale,"' 11Unmis-
takably one of Chaucer's maturest tales, it is a study, by 
means of poetic-dramatic enactment, of human capacity for 
self-delusion at all stages of life (there are no fools like 
10 
old fools)." Since the self-delusion applies only to the 
knight January, how can it be interpreted as applying "at 
all stages of life"~· Apparently Spiers noticed the weakness 
of this statement, bLlt he chose. to attempt to dismiss it with 
10 
. IE1.9.· , p. 1.5.5. 
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the parenthetical reference to an old adage. Although Spiers 
used an interpretative technique which usually makes a good 
critical work, his efforts have failed here because he 
allows weak rcusonine; to weaken the general effect of the 
book. 
Haymond Preston's Chaucer, published in 19.52, opens 
with an unusual first chapter. It is a dialogue meant to 
show the extremes of criticism. For this Preston relies 
heavily on quotations taken from widely varied sources to 
show hoN 1'idely opinions on Chaucer have ranged. Following 
thi.s opening Preston turns to works other than the Canterbu£iL. 
Tales for seven chapters. Then he turns to a discussion of 
the ncanterbL1ry Prologue." For this purpose he quotes freely 
from the "General Prologue'' with better effect than Spiers, 
Preston has not attempted to cover all aspects of any 
portrait or tale. He concerns himself ofte:h with viewpoints 
not. 1•Jidely known, taken from critics as early as Dryden and 
Pope. Preston also compares Chaucer's tales with parallel 
examples from modern literature, as in his comparison of the 
11 Nun 1 s :Priest's 'J.: ale 11 with Animal .!:££.!.1l• 
Preston, writing on the "Parson's Tale, 11 makes a most 
interesting observation: "And the -Parson's 1'ale is there to 
imply what I hope I have already suggested:· that a dominant 
pulpit can relieve. much distracting tension in the mind of a 
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writer of comedy, and can even make great comedy possible. 1111 
~l.'hat the times must be right for comedy to prosper is 
certainly an unusual implication. More commonly critics look 
at Chaucer's style to analyze his humor. Preston over 
simplifies. 1'he middle ages are not noted for their humor 
once one looks beyond the Canterbu~ Tales. Underlying this 
premise of Preston's is the implication that twentieth 
century society has lost theological virtues--a harsh criticism 
of our own times indeed. 
In 195!+ Chaucer and Shakespeare: 1'he Dramatic Vision, 
edited by Dorothy Bethurum and Randall Stewart, was published. 
'l:he title of this work is extremely misleading because it 
implies some sort of comparison between Chaucer and 
Shakespeare, but none is to be found. Nor is there any 
actual commentary on the dramatic qualities of either poet, 
Essentially the book is a presentation of a very limited 
amount of the poets 1 works, In the case of Chaucer, eleven 
pages are expended on biography, hi.stori cal background, and 
critical cornrnent,ary--hardly enough to be comprehensive. In 
such a shallo~oJ approach, the typical commentary is undocu-
mented generalization. "Chaucer's grace and ease come from 
the fact -that he is also the most cosmopolitan of hnglish 
poets and has a European sophistication that ·was possible 
11 
Ibid., p. 301. 
12 
only in the Middle Ages." 
Following the brief and inadequate introduction the 
editors reprinted the "General Prologue," "The Nun's Priest's 
'I'ale," "':rhe Pardoner's 1'ale, 11 and 11 '£he Franklin's Tale." 
While two of these have great dramatic qualities, the third, 
11
':rhe Franklin 1 s Tale," has this quality only when viewed in 
perspective •Jith the other tales of the "marriage group." 
Even the selection of tales is inadequate, The tales, 
although good, do not best demonstrate Chaucer's dramatic 
qual:i.ties which are found in the links, 
Claes Schaar, in ~ 'lypes .Qf Narrative in Chaucer t s 
Poetry, published in l95!f, deals with style and narrative 
art. 'l'hree major nax•rative techniques are studied: summary 
narrative, close chronological narrative, and loose chrono-
logical narrative, Each type has a full chapter devoted to 
it with the following major subdivisions: (1) the use in 
Chaucer's poems, (2) stylistic character, (J) the use in 
Chaucer's sources. Whenever necessary, another subdivision 
is included to cover a special problem. 
By electing to study style Schaar steps into relatively 
unopened territory in Chaucerian studies, However, heneeds 
to define. what problem is to be solved. Schaar does prove 
12Dorothy Bethurum and Randall Stewart, Chaucer and 
Shakesoeare: The Dramatic Vision (New York: Scott, Fore'S"iiian 
and Company, 1954), p. J. 
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that the three types of narrative he discusses exist and that 
Chaucer, in general, differs from his sources and the literary 
climate of the times; but Scha&r cannot and does not come to 
ctny acceptable oonalusion that Chauoerian llSage of. these 
narrative techniques is better or worse than those with which 
they are compared. All Schaar has done is to show, in spite 
of extremely .careful documentation, that Chaucer did differ 
in style from other earlier and contemporary writers. 
Schaar chose the difficult task of attempting a new 
approach to Chaucerian criticism and scholarship, and there-
fore he can be excused to some extent for his shortcomings. 
It would be hoped that a careful approach such as this one 
(which includes such things as a counting of types of 
sentences and giving percentages for comparison between early 
and late works) would be valuable for conclusions about the 
relative merits of Chaucer's poems. However, the problem of 
judgment is left for someone else. Comparison with sources 
has value, but the real problem is the ultimate critical 
judsment which sould come from such comparison. Schaar 
would be the likely candidate for that task because he has 
done the work which naturally leads to it. Sadly, it is here 
that Schaar has fallen short, 
Also published in 195Lf was Verses of Cadence: An 
- -
Introduction to the Prosody of Chaucer by James G, Southwell. 
Southwell establishes his purpose at the opening of the book. 
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The present study of prosody of Chaucer and his 
followers is an attempt to return to fundamentals--to 
free Chaucer and the poets of the fifteenth century from 
the effects of certain fallacies of nineteenth ~entury 
scholars, fallacies which have attalned the status of 
myths. In the present case it is to place him in the 
poetic tradition to which he belongs and to remove him 
from a traditlon that only began to come into existence 
in the sixteenth century,l3 
He goes on to clarify the tradition: "I think it can be said 
with a great measure of truth that the native tradition 
LOt poetri7 is foLmd unchecked in Piers Plowman, checked and 
altered in the poetry of Chaucer. In both it is a rhythmical 
rather than a metrical tradition. 1114 From this professed 
purpose one expects a new evaluation of Chaucer's poetry 
taken from a new (or• at least a different) viewpoint. However, 
following his introductory material, Southwell turns to 
extensive criticism of weak scholarship, such as the old 
argument about Chaucer's use of the final S• 
Southwell loses sight of his goal. 1'he premise would 
seem to have great possibilities of fresh critical commentary. 
Perhaps someday Southwell or another critic will expand this 
idea to its logical conclusion--an evaluation of Chaucer's 
art with a rhythm pattern as the standard. 
'I' he Uni t;y: of the Canterbury Tales, written by Ralph 
Freeman Baldwin and published in 1955, attempts a study of 
13Jsmes G. Southwell, Verses of Cadence:· J,n Intro-
duction to the Prosody £! Chaucer (Oxford: tllack-;;;11, 1954), p:-r;-- --
14 
r,oc. ill· 
Chaucer> 1 s style without concerning itself with a discussion 
of the talos themselves. As Baldwin states in his opening:, 
This study proposes a stylistic analysis of the 
narr>ative art of the Canterbury Tales. Its scope is 
the beginning and ending of the Tales, with such 
transitions as ar>e necessary to yield wholeness and 
aesthetic pattern to the idea of a pilgrimage; the 
procedu~e is the structure-analytical method described 
s.bove.l.::> 
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As a backdrop to this statement, Baldwin wrote just prior to 
it: 
It [Chcmcer 1 s worJil sur>vives not because it is 
non-mediaeval, but because it is a realized aesthetic 
whole. One should therefore ask oneself what there is 
in Chmwer 1 s techniqLle, narrative and poeti.cal, that 
makes his work different from that of his contemporaries, 
But it is necessary to establish first what tradi-
tional patterns the poet of this e1•a might be expected 
to follow.lb · 
1'herefore this study will include Boccaccio, Gower, and 
Deschamps, and also rhetorical treatises "• •• which exerted 
an exemplary, a prescriptive force on the mediaeval 
tvriter." 17 \~ith this as his general approach Baldwin wisely 
chose· the part of the Canterbur)[ 1'ale£!.. whe~e Chaucer most 
obviously deviates from the normal practices of mediaeval 
writers. 
In his discussion of the ''General Prologue," Baldwin 
analyzes the descriptions according to the number of entries 
l5Halph Freeman Baldwin, ~l:he Unity of the Canterbury 
·'l'ales (Copenhagen: Rosenkilde of Bagger, 1955l,p. 1.5. 
16 17 
Ibid., p. 14. Lo c, ill• 
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made for each of four characteristics: condicioun, whiche, 
degree, and array. In this he finds a differentation factor 
in 1'hiche and condicioun. 1'he lack of whiche (physical 
representation) is noted as characteristic especially of the 
ideal types such as the Knight, the Parson, the Plowman, and 
the Sergeant of the Law, although it was used in two other 
instances for other reasons: the doctor because his is an 
apersonal portrait and the five guildsmen because they are 
pictured as a group. Through this approach Baldwin shows 
how clearly Chaucer has catagorized his characters within 
a convention of rhetorical devices. He notes: 
For the first time in ~nglish literature, we have the 
capsuled class and the vital embodiment of that class, 
we have social. strata and singular representatives of 
those strata; we have ig brief the person as the 
intaglio of his class. 1 
Baldwin includes as parts of Chaucer's technique the use of 
hyperbole (each pilgrim is in some way the best of his 
kind), the disordered piling up of facts, a glimpse of the 
inner man, and the use o:f disparate detail~ Baldwin concludes 
that these give much vitality to Chaucer's work, 
Vlith his technique of suggestiveness and contrapuntal 
detail, Chaucer has achieved those characters which are, 
un the whole, representative of their class and personal 
in their attributes, credible, natural and, most of 
all, alive.l9 
Baldwin then tL\rns to the "Space-Time" technique which · 
Chaucer employed effectively. The time, only generally 
18I b.l. d. ,· p. 49, 19r b' d "2 
-L•' P• :;;> • 
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stated as Apri.l, is compressed so that the poet can give 
character descriptions while the group is still at the Tabard, 
Without a compression of time the poet could not know enough 
abou·b ·~he V~;trl.ol.ls pilgt•ima to rnuke such e. description until 
the pilgrimage was well under way. Finally Baldwin concludes 
his commentary on the "General Prologue '1 by indicating how 
neatly Chal.lcer pulls the readers and the pilgrims together, 
introduces the host, and sets the plan for the remainder of 
the Canterbury •.ral2E.• 
l~ollovJing his conu11entary on the '1 General Prologue, 11 
Baldwin notes, in 11 'l'he Poet and the Pilgrim, 11 that Chaucer 
gave himself both a long view as an omniscient poet and a 
short view as a reporting pilgrim. This, he concludes, 
"··· is the first step in making the 'frame' more than a 
. 20 
stiff contrivance or an inert enclosure," In the same 
chapter Baldwin notes how Chaucer makes the listener a 
participant in the tales with the frame links and how the 
enveloping action causes specific actions to operate within 
21 
a f1•amework, 
He then continues with a discussion of the "Parson's 
Prologue" and the "Parson's ~!.ale." Of the prologue he notes, 
11 ~l'he pilg.rims nowhere exhibit the modern unrest with the 
homilitic cast of the 1 tale.•••22 Of the 11 }arson 1 s Tale" he 
20
r bid. ' p. 69. 
22ill.£.' p. 9.5. 
21 
. Ibid., P• 75. 
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asserts that it is non-dramatic only when separated from the 
tales: 
For when its pulsing relationship and organization 
with the rest of the Tales and the pilgrimage proper is 
mm"lwd, it becomes, 1.n its own way very dramatic. '.L'he 
Parson's 'l'ale, treatise, if you will has been carefully 
art;iculated with the rest by Chaucer in its Prologue. 
Its importance and place have been emphasized. Impli-
citly it recapitulat;es and musters into dramatic unity 
the silent symmetries of the other tales and the viage 
as such.23 
From this, Bald"Jin logically moves to his conclusion, 
a discussion of Chaucer's ''Retraction" wherein he specifi-
cally notes that the tales may be incomplete, but they ll.J;'e 
not unfinished because the end is as carefUlly calculated 
as the beginning •. 
Be.ldwln approaches Chaucer in a fascinating manner, 
but he so overemphasizes style and technique that he is often 
forced to leave out much of the power of Cl;laucer 1 s drama. If 
Chaucer's technique doesn't differ from that of his contem-
poraries, Baldwin chooses to omit it. However, this ommission 
does not keep Baldwin from at least describing some facets 
of Chaucer's technique, especially in his analysis of 
"General Prologue,,'" where his strongest points are made. 
In Dorothy Everett's Essays 2n Middle English, published 
in 19SS, -only two concern us: "Chaucer's 'Good Ear'" and · 
''Some Reflectlons on Chaucer's 'Art Poetical.''' 
23
I.b1' d., 98 99 pp. - • 
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The first concerns itself with the natural sounds 
Chaucer has given his poetry. gverett notes that Chaucer 
has salvaged part of the alliterative tradition and has even 
overemphasized it in "Sir 'rhopas 11 for a comic effect. She 
attributes the realistic effect of the begging friar 
essentially to Chaucer's grammatical construction, She 
points out the primary·reasons for Chaucer's very effective 
style. 
In conclusion, there are two general observations 
1-1hich are perhaps l-Jorth making. 'l'he first is that if--
as many believe--Chaucer's poetry was read aloud (per- . 
haps by himself) to an audience, all these echoes would 
have been more effective than they can ever be to 
those who merely read them in a book. ~he second is 
that Chaucer's 'good ear' may account for a great deal 
more than the passae;es I have mentioned, It is possible 
~ha~ his easy mast~ry of ~4variety of metres and styles ls ln part due to lt ••.• 
It is a shame that this was merely an essay. If it had 
been the controlling theme for a book, a very worthwhile 
extended s11alysis of Chaucer's style could.have resulted, 
Even so, it is aptly constructed within the framework of its 
limitations. 
The second essay deals with rhetoric and its influence 
on Cha11eer •. Everett concludes that "art poetical'·' is for 
Chaucer similar to craft, the ability or knowledge of how 
to write poetry according to the rules. This essay has 
24Dorpthy Bverett, Essa:y:s on Mi~ English (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1955), p. 148. 
historical interest, but is less important to the whole 
problem of Chaucer's poetry than the first. 
Hobert Mayer Lumiansky' s Of Sondr;r Folk, published in 
1955, concerns itself ·with the concept of drama in the 
Canterbur;y 1'alee, as can be seen in his statement of purpose:: 
"It will be my purpose in this book to analyze the perfor-
in the Canterbury Tales by Chaucer's actor-mances e;iven 
pilgrims. "25 He goes on to amplify further his major concern, 
"In short, this book is limited to the drama of the 
Cante1•bury Pilsri.ms, and does not pretend to 
26 
consider the 
full drama within each of the narratives." 
Following his introduction, Lumiansky divides his 
book into three parts: a discussion of the "General Prologue 11 
and the links, a discussion of each of the twenty-three 
performances, and his conclusions concerning the dramatic. 
development of the whole of the Canterbury Tales. 
In the first part, entitled ''The Movable Stage,'' 
Lwniansky clearly states his point of view again. If ••• we 
are here concerned with Chaucer's use of the General Prologue 
and the Links to set up and to· keep before us an adequate 
stage upon which to present his pilgrims."27 Here he notes 
25
rtobert Hayer Lumiansky, Of Sondry Folk: ~'he Dramatic 
Princi.ple in lh!" Canter4ury Tales\Austin: ii"i:i::Versity of 
~exas Press, 19~5), p • • 
26
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specifically the time, natLlre 1 s time of rebirth, with the 
pilBrimage becoming both spiritual and social, and the place, 
the amiable atmosphePe of the 'l'abard Inn where people can 
eaoily and natux•ttlly get; t.~cqutdnted. 
Following his commentary on the adequacy of the stage 
ChaC\ceP chose, Lumiansky turns to the ma5.n portion of his 
book, "The 'r;,Jenty-three Performances • 11 Herein he discusses 
the dramatic properties of each story. 
Following this extensive discussion, Lumiansky 
concludes that there are three stages or steps of dramatic 
development in the whole beak of the Canterbury Tales: 28 
a simple suiting of the tale and teller, as seen in the 
Second Nun, the Squire, the Prioress, the Knight, the Franklin, 
the Physician, the Sergeant of the Law, the Shipman, and the 
Cook; a simple suiting of the tale and teller, plus an 
extepnally motivated dramatic situation, as seen.in the 
Hanciple, the JVIonk, the Parson, the Friar, the Summoner, the 
Hiller, the Reeve, the Nun 1 s Priest, the Pilgrim Chaucer, 
and the Clerk; a simple suiting of the tale and teller, plus 
an externally motivated situation, plus internally motivated 
and extended self-revelation of which the teller is not 
fully aware,. as seen in the Merchant, the Canon's Yeoman, 
the Wife of Bath, and the Pardoner. From this Lumiansky 
28l_l&9., PP• 247-248. 
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concludes:: 
'rhere can be no doubt, I think, that upon occasion 
Chaucer sacrifices absolute literary criteria in favor 
of aramatic decorum, In plainer words, Chaucer at times 
purposefully includes in the '.i'ales a story not possessed 
of consistent literary merit because a tale lac~9ng 
such merit is demanded by the dramatic context. · 
Here then is one work which deals with the whole framework 
of the Canterbury 'l'ales even though the tales themselves are 
secondary to the study. 
'l'ho title of Claes Schaar 1 s second major effort at 
' 
Chatteerl.an criticism, 1'he Golden Mirror: Studies in Chaucer 1 s 
Descriptive 'l.'echnique and ·its Literary Background, sounds 
more promising than the book proves to be. He professes, 
The principal subject of our investigation is Chaucer's 
poetry, whl.ch we shall study with a vieM to ascertaining, 
if possible, the affinities or the differences between 
his predecessors and his contemporaries, and to defini8g 
the points where he differs from or agrees with them,3 
However, this volume, .511+ pages long, does not greatly add 
to Bryan and Dempster's Sources~ Analogues. The book is 
divided into three main sections: the "Description of 
l!:motions," "The P6rtraits," and "Landscape Descript:i:on." 
Bach section is further divided into a discussion of Chaucer's 
use of the techni~ue being considered in his poems, the 
stylistic character, and the literary background of the work, 
29Ibid., p. 249 
30
c1aes Schaar, The Golden Mirror: Studies in Chaucer 1 .s 
'l'echnique and its Literary Backgro£!2.9. (Lund: C. W.K. Gleerup, 
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However, in assaying to cover all of Chaucer's work, Schaar 
spreads himself too thin to be comprehensive at any point. 
He can and must deal in generalities which limit his findings 
because of the lost specifics. This work would be much more 
effective if Schaar had chosen a narrower but deeper approach. 
At its best this work shows onl~ trends in Chaucer's work, 
an approach which can be deceptive without a look at specifics, 
This difficulty can easily be seen in Schaar's conclusion: 
If we 6onsider Chaucer's development as a whole, 
we find, at practically all stages, a certain degree 
of independence of immediate sources as.well as of the 
general background. This independence 1! more marked 
in the later vJorks than in the earlier.j 
Surely no one would think the opposite to be true. 
In 1956 only one Chaucerian work found its way to the 
presses: Nary Giffin's Studies £!l Chaucer illcllli Aud~~· 
The basic concept of the work, that Chaucer wrote for his 
London neighbors and that this audience should be studied, 
places it outside an actual study of the Canterbury Tales, 
Miss Giffin notes, "The striking contrasts and rich variety 
of the Canter>bury Tales may result in some measure from the 
experience of writing for his London neighbors."32 It is 
with Chaucer's London neighbors that Miss Giffin spends her 
time. The work is more important for historical detail than 
31Ibid., p. 489. 
32l'Jary Giffin, Studies 2!l Chaucer .!ill£ lli Audience 
(Quebec: Les Editions L'Eclair, 1956), p. 22. 
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for critical comment. 
Charles Huscatine, in Chaucer ~ ~ French Tradition, 
a 19)7 publication, states his thesis in the opening of the 
book: 
Specifically, it Lfhis boo17 seeks to determine 
Chaucer's 'meaning' as a complex whole; by giving form 
and style their due attention as essential, inseparable 
concomitants of meaning, it will try to balance the 
traditional preoccupation with 'content' alone. It 
sees r•ealism as a technique and a convention, not as 
an end in itself, and it sees convention as a poten-
tially power.ftll tool, not as something to be avoided or 
rebelled ac;a:tnst, or even necessarily t'o be remoulded, 
Hhetoric, too, it takes to be an instrument and not a 
vice. Liberated in great measure by post-Victorian 
scholarship itself, it does not confine its attention 
to narro1-1ly textual sources in tracing and using the 
literary history behind Chaucer, b~~ attempts broadly 
to explore his stylistic heri.tage, 
lis might be expected in an attempt to 11 balance 11 another 
approach, l"luscatine sometimes goes goo far. 'J:he reader must 
be wary of overemphasis in an opposite direction. But 
Muscatine seems to be cognizant of this when, after noting 
that the essential literary tradition is French, he continues 
"I am aware of Chaucer" s l>nglishness, and aware, too, that 
the convenience of using the French tradition as a yardstick 
begins particularly to dimlnish in the vast areas of the 
. 34 
Canterbury Tales.'' This, somehow, seems to conflict wlth 
his statement of purpose, especially in reference to his 
33
charles lV!uscatine, Chaucer and the French Tradition 
(Berkeley: University of California Pres;:-1957), p. 1, 
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comment on realism, 
Following a discussion of the 11Bourgeois 11 tradition, 
which Muscatine traces to both the Orient and classical 
antiquity and lists as appearing again in the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries with the emergence of the middle class, 
he establishes his area of critical emphasis: "This func-
tionalism of style, which is, after all, a major concern in 
all art criticism, will be the main theme of our discussion 
of Chaucer." 35 Although Muscatine uses his theory to discuss 
Chaucer's work; he seems to be more interested in showing 
that his theory works than in ascer~aining that effectiveness 
Chaucer manifests in the use of this tradition, 
This type of discussion makes the reader aware of the 
tradition from which Chaucer drew his materials, but it 
confounds the reader too. Such a discussion makes tradition 
take precedence over that which has literary value. 
Muscatine attempts to keep this under control and makes 
extreme efforts to mal.ntain a balance. '£his balance mani..; 
fests itself in the introductory and concluding information, 
of the various sections of the book, as can be seen clearly 
in a quotation pertinent to the study of this paper: 
'l'he reader will already have seen that the scheme of 
the Canterbury 'l'ales is in large part the outgrowth of 
the long story I have been telling. There is a sense 
in which Chaucer's pilgrims are descendants--to go back 
35~., P• 97, 
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no farther--of the speakers in the Roman de la Rose and 
the ParliPJn<mt of Fm'l'".· The form and -meaning Ofthe 
~'.'ales completes on a grand scale and in immense detail 
Chaucer's sol11tion to 'Ghe besetting problem of the age, 
J:'he meaningless l11xuriance of th·e kl.ous~ of Fame, with 
its full discordance betvwen realism and conventionalism 
p1•esents ·the problem. 'l'he PGJ~li!J._lllent :reveals its , 
susceptibility to ordering. •rroilus Hnd Criseyde, with 
its alternation and juxtaposition of style, character, 
and scene in an iron i.e balance, shov1s this discordance 
under control. And in the 'l' e.les .ve have, along with an 
artisti.c and moral synthesis, ~6 fuller exploration of the worlds it brings together, 
This comment sho\Vs clearly the degree to •.vhich Muscatine has 
developed his theory. The book is developed carefully to the 
point where the above statement can be made, Although the 
thesis fails at times, and is especially weak when applied 
to the Canterbury Tt~., the overall effl>ct of the book is 
satisfactory. Muscatine's point has become, through his 
careful effort, nearly irrefutable. 
Paull F. Bawn 1 s ~££!.: fi CrittQal Appreciation, 
published· in 1958, attempts to show· that an appreciation is 
not necessarily simply a stating of h01ii good or artistic 
Chaucer was. He says: 
- The grounds for a propel' cri ticlsm of Chaucer are 1 it 
seems to me, fairly simple: recognition of his position 
as court poet, l·Jith the limitations lvhich that position 
implies; appreciation of his technique as prosodist 
(still neglected) nnd as a narrative poet, with its ups 
and dovms; and, negatively, avoidance of zealous effort 
to find in him aesthetic virtues which his kind of 
6 J I' ·.d ~-~ p. 172. 
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writing does not l'Oquire or vJarrant.37 
Under this premise Bawn discusses the items to be 
excluded from Chaucerian study, such as the search for an 
expose of the political scene, an excusing of' the incomplete- " 
ness of the Cant.erbur;y: Tale§_, or the search for the presenta-
tion of the poignancy of the human lot. All these Chaucei' 
neither attempted nor achieved. Baum concludes, "His muse 
was the Comic Spirit."38 This Baum follows with a further 
explanation of his position: 
All this, be it understood, is not an apology for 
Chaucer>~ s Laodicoan laxness. I'c is c1•i tical perspective. 
His worst characters, as well as those who belong to the 
land of dream, exist only on Chaucer 1 s page. He made 
them and therefore he likes them, but it does not 
follow that he would like them,~i~n~t~h~e~f~l~e~s~h~·~3~9 ________________ __ 
Fro:m this point of vie'~ Baum attempts to expose the 
g1•eat difficul'cies that have beset much of Chaucerian 
criticism. In a discussion entitled "Chaucer and the 
Scholars: The Pardoner, 11 after sho<Jing that scholars have 
often gone far afield in their studies, Baum concludes: 
The most lli~fortunate, because so obviously uncritical, 
attempt to explain Chaucer rests on an assumption that 
'Ghe king can do no Wrong, that Chaucer was always 
perfect and needs only OLlr patience or inge:rt8ity to 
make everything artistically neat and tidy.LJ. 
37 Pau.ll F. Bs.u:m, Cha.uce:r: A Criticaj. Appreciation 
(Durham, N. C.:. Duke University Press, 1958'), p. ix.· 
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Baum 1 s general discussion of The ~nterbury Tales 
avoids many of the tales most com1nonly discussed. However 
he poses a new gr~uping to vie l~ith the marriage group: the 
. ' 9 
'J!hese tales make up fragment B"' (l'!obitHJerl. Is su1..,priso group g 
VII). ·Each tale heroin comes with some sort of surprise or 
reversal involved with its telling, either in the subject 
mater Ol.., in the introduction of the tale, 
On the "Knight's Tale 11 Baum shows his feelings about 
excessive justification 1-1here none is needed: 
So there it is, an imperfect poem, an early work. It 
will of course find a place in The Canterbury Tales and 
while not altogether suitable for his Pilgrim Knight, 
•1ho had devoted most of his long life to the service 
of the Church Hilitant in foreign lands and who would 
not be much concerned vJith a de0ande .<l' amours or any 
sort of love tale, still it vlill do. 41(It would have done better for the Squire perhaps.) 
It is refreshing to meet with a. critic who recognizes 
that excessive justification and excuse-making is not honest 
critical comment. Mven if one does not always agree with 
Baum, one must recognize that critics have generally made 
Chaucer 1 s vJOrk too good, that there are elements which simply 
lack the preciseness and depth necessary to great literature. 
Even Chaucer errs upon occasion. He is great, but more 
greatness car~ot be added with forced critical comments. 
Bd1,ard VJagenknecht, editor of Chaucer~ Modern Essays 
in Criticism, published in 19.59, makes readily available a 
41_ 
lbj_d., p. 104. 
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series of twen·ty-six essays taken from learned journals. 
Seventeen of these deal \vith various aspects of the 
Cnnterbury Tales, Wagenknecht's avowed purpose is "· •• to 
illustrate Chaucerian investigation in as many aspects as 
possible, s.tl'iking a reasonable balance between criticism and 
l.f2 
his tori cal scholarship." In this he succeeds admirably, 
The essays cover such varied aspects of the Canterbury Tales 
as the framework, the marriage debate, the relationship 
bet1-1een form P,nd meaning in the "Knight 1 s 1'ale, 11 and possible 
models for pilgrims and characters ;t:J. oche tales. The tales 
discussed vary from the "Frioress 1 s 'l'ale," and the 11 Cler•k 1 s 
'I' ale, 11 to the 11 Pardoner 's Tale," und the "Wife of Bath's 
Tale." Obviously a collection of ossays does not make new 
commentary; all the works had been published previously. 
What the book shows is that Chaucerian studies are prevalent 
and that suclJ. a collection is a con'irenient addition to a 
library's shelves, 
Papers From the illngUsh Institute 19:?8-1959, edited by Dorothy 
Bethurum, Has published in 1960, Although this book is not 
concerned specifically with Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, it 
must be covered here because it assays the critical temper of 
our time, as can be seen in a glance at its contents: 
42 . Edvn,r·d Wagenknecht, Chau.cer:· Modern Essays ,ill 
CrHieism (Now York= Oxford University Press, 19S9), p. v. 
11 PatPistic Exegesis in the Criticism of 
L:C teratu.re" 
Talbot Donaldson 
Kaske 
Donahue 
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Medieval 
''The Opposition'' E. 
"The Defense" R. E. 
"Summation" Charles 
"Folklore, l1yth, e.nd 
"Classical Pable and 
Hi.tual 11 Francis Lee Utley 
English Poetry in the Fourteenth 
Century" Richard 
"Chaucer and Dante" 
Hamilton Green 
Howard Schless 
Each section is devoted to a critical tool, and perhaps the 
work as a whole can best be dealt with by Schless 's quotation 
of Northrop Frye: 
This book [says FryiJ attacks no method of criticism, 
once that subject has been defined: vJhat it attncks are 
the barriers between the methods. 'rhese .barriers tend 
to make a critic confine himself to a single method of 
criticism, which is unnecessa:::'y, and they tend to make 
him establish his primary contacts, not with oth!'l) 
critics, but with subjects outside of criticism.~ 
It is just such an exclusive and isolated critical premise 
which causos Donaldson to react to Hllppe and Robertson in 
"'.i:he Opposition." As he says, if' poetry written by Christians 
during the l'iiddle Ages uses allegory, as follnd in the Bible 
by the F.athers, to promote the doctrine of charity, then 
patristic exegesis alone can reveal the meaning of medieval 
Poetry. 1+4 Ll • D ld th •. owever, s1.nce ona son cannot accept e premise, 
he cannot accept the conclusion. Instead, his view is that 
43E. Talbot Donaldson, i::,!;. al., .Q£ll:.i£.£1 .&>12roaches 1£ 
fledieval LiteJZ_ntur:'2.: Selected ]'ape!:!!. From the English 
Ixwtitu~~ 19_~-19.5.9_, Dorothy Bethl<rura (ed,), New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1960), p. 134. 
44 ll2.!..ri. ' p • 1 • 
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the patristic influence on Middle English poetry 
seems to m::; to comdst in providing occasional symbols 
~1hich by their ri.ch tradition enhance the poetic contexts 
they <tppear in, but which are called naturall;v5by those contexts and are given fresh meaninc; by them,l.! 
In the remaining sec·t;ion of' his essay, Donaldson 
treats the v1eaknesses of' particular interpretations based on 
patristic exegesis, He concludes with a comment on Robertson 
and patristic exegesi;J in gel"l.eral:· 
Robertson concludes his :mnglish Institute paper on 
patristic critic ism <~'i tl:.t ";he :c·er :>.rk that literature, 
'regarded historicaJ.ly 1 --by t·Jh1<.:n he m0ans patrist1-
cally--ban provide the food of wisdom as welJ. as more 
t1•ansient aesthetic satisfactions. It is here that my 
disagreement; 1o1ith him becomes absolute. I do not feel 
the effect that the poems of Chaucer and Langland and 
other poets have on me is mere transient satisfaction. 
I believe that a great work of art provides the reader 
r~ith4~he food of wisdom because it is a great work of art.o 
Donaldson maintains that li·~e:rature has a value which is not 
merely transient and that this value is not necessarily one 
of patristic exegesis, The meaning is no less real because 
it is not spiritual. 
R. E. Kaske in "The Defense" recognizes that there are 
many questions concerning the exegetic tradition which need to 
by answered but that this can be done only after there has 
been extensive detailed research centered on medieval works to 
sho•v the contributions of ",.,the exegetical tradition to the 
meaning of descriptive details, figu1•es of speech, characters, 
45 Ibid., P• 2. 46 ll2M.·• PP• 25-26. 
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limited passages, and so on. n47 After examining a few parti-
cular passages with this in mind, Kaska concludes that the 
discipline is still too near its beginnings in critical method 
to be l'ully tested but that it has its importance in inter-
pretation. 
Francis Lee Utley in 11 l7olklore, Myth, and Ritual11 
presents the case for the study of the backgrounds of literary 
works as they·have manifested themselves in man's history. A 
similar case is made for• the fable by Richard Hamilton Green 
in "Classical Fable and English Poetry, 11 except that the 
point of emphasis is shifted, 
In "Chaucer and Dante," Howard Schless strikes a note 
of reason l·Ji th his rccogni tion that a critic should not limit 
his commentary to one area or school but that he should use 
whatever he must to find his answers. 
In general, this book takes up the task of answering 
n1any questions concerning critical method and specific 
approaches to literature. For this reason it is very impor-
tant to the study of medieval literature. 
PaullF. Baum's Chaucer's Vorse, published in 1961, is 
addressed to a problem often avoided, as Baum so aptly notes 
in his "Ploef'ace": 
For the last fifty years or more there has been no 
attempt to examine the whole subject of Chaucer's meters, 
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to ascertain what may have been his principles of versi-
fication and h01~ clearly h<;; follovJed them and to t-lhat 
effect. Now, hovJever, that 1-10 have better texts than the 
earlier scholsrs had, it should be possible to make some 
proc"'oss and by deductive methods to come reasonf"§lY close 
to an appreciation of his verse and its rhythms. 4 . 
Baum dividos his book into four chapters, the first three of 
vJhich deal 1-1Hh the basics of poetry as they are manifested in 
Chaucer 1 s •~ork; "Meter," 11 Prosody, 11 11Art Poetical, 11 and 
11 Conclusion," 
After presenting some background information, Baum 
states, "But, finally now, however he may have come to it, 
Chaucer's line is .a series of five lambs. n49 He goes on to 
note that there are really no national models. From this Baum 
deduces, "One thing may be said with security, that modern 
English versification starts with Chaucer. With him it was 
almost a de !lQYQ crea·tion. n50 'rhe remainder of' the chapter 
deals primarily with exceptional lines and the technique 
employed therein. Included are discussions ot' spondaic effect, 
the inverted foot, elision, hiatus, short couplets, rimes, 
and stanzaic forms, 
The chapter on prosody deals with the rather recent 
concept of varying degrees of emphasis, that language is not 
composed of simple stressed and unstressed syllables or 
h8 
' Paull F. Baum, ·Chaucer's Vers~ (!Durham, N. C.: Duke 
University Press, 1961), p. vii. 
49Ibid., p. 11. 50 Ibid,, p. 11, 
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w.ords. 1'hen B::cum turns to a discussion of alliteration 
folloHed by some comment on anapestic usage in Chaucer's 
work. Bmlffi also con:o.idors other 'GJpes of ntylistic eff'ects: 
1\J.non~"'-'; the c)t.her- devicH::s employed by Ch.a.ueer fott 
met:rical varioty four may be distinguished: 
1. the ciel:i.bcr~:<te us,, of irregular lines, which do 
not easily conform to ··;heoretical scansion; 
2. the use of' enjambement to subordinate the line 
unit to the syntactic· context; 
3. the placing of grammatical or rhythmical pauses 
at regular or varied positions; and 5 4. the different weighting of (consec~:~tive) lines. 1 
From these considerations Baum states: 
If any conclusion could be drm·m from such statistics 
it wo~:~lC: be the not unc;xpect"•d ens that Chaucer handles 
the line 1'1 th easy freedom, th~,t; he is not bound by 
metrical reg~:~lc,ri ty or afraid even of a rg~ of four or 
five lines with the same number of beats. 
In "Art Poetical" Baum covers essentially that very 
distilled, purest part of Chaucer's work, high style. Here 
Baum notes the general scarcity of' such poetry in Chaucer's 
l-Jri ting: 
Chaucer l'Jas first of all a narrative. poet. His main 
interest, and ours, is the story and it.s adjuncts, the 
people and their surroundings, vJhich make the story 
8omething more than a bald and unconvincing narrative. 
The 'poetry' is therefore difrused, It is infrequently 
concentrated into separable parts and passages which, 
so to say, float the reader o~er level stretches and 
at times lift him above them,/3 . 
F1•om this Baum logically turns to the opening of the "General 
Prologue, 11 lvhich he analyzes very carefully. Here he warns, 
!)lp . d 
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"It should go without saying that th1•oughout this opening 
paragraph Chaucer is poetic following a long tradition, and 
is in no sense realistic.nS4 Most of the discussion after 
this turns to 'l'roilq~ and the Parliament of Fowls. 
Finally, then, Baum has prepared for his conclusion: 
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Naturalness is the key. Chaucer's verse is eminently 
natm•al. He rarely seems anxi.ous about the next word 
or the next rime; it comes right or a ready substitute 
Nill sel•ve. A little padding Ol' a little dodge and the 
obstacle is avoided; tho verse floNS on. .The cult of 
perfection, the laborious orient ivory,, the carving of 
cherry stones is not his way. Even a small gift of 
humor teaches that perfection is deceptive, a waste of 
effort. Verse itself is artificial; to insist on 
scrupulous expertise everywhere is to thwart the illusion 
of speaking narrative, to introduce needless blockage 
between story teller and listener. He knew his audience, 
Only once did he descend to ingenuity and let form 
dominate completely over matter as though ~pelida could 
assuage her hurt heart with metrical bric.~> 
Essentially Nhat Bawn has done is not to prove any 
new theory or advance any new concept about Chaucer's style 
and techni~ue. Instead he has given proof that Chaucer was 
a somewhat relaxed poet and, in doing so he has made it 
doubly difficult for prejudiced or unfounded theories to be 
foisted on Chaucer's art and made to seem as if they might 
somehow belong there. 
Harold F. Brooks's small book, Chaucer's Pilgrims: 
1I;he Artistic 0Pder of the Portpai ts in the Prolof';Lle, 
published in 1962, is not intended to be original research. 
S4Ibid., p. 83. SSibid., p. 110. 
Instead it is a careful, but brief, presentation of one 
aspect of the .ar•tistry of the Canterbury Tale:2_. Although 
this area of Chaucer's work has been covered before, Brooks 
examines specifically the order of p.resentation. He draws 
parallels where they are possible and points out the subtle 
differences bet~1een groups or individuals so compared. An 
examination of his comments on the travels of the vlife, the 
Parson, and tl;J.e Knight show how the comparisons are made, 
"Geographically her' travels vie with the Knight 1s, and the 
Parson 1 s are insignificant by compar'l.son; :ln spiritual 
significance, hers hardly exist and even the Knight 1 s are 
r"6 
not equal to his.n:.> . This technique of' contrasting makes 
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clear the variety achieved by Chaucer. Brooks continues with 
a comment on the lack of' individualization in the Parson's 
portrait. "He is the parish priest whom evf)ry priest should 
try to be, and he is not individualized, because that would 
interfere with his universality as a sovereign example. •<57 
From this· and Pelated comments Brooks concludes, "To vary 
from formula and system is Chaucer's principle in the 
Canterbur;z ~ales; and not only in the portraits. 1'he prin-
ciple can be seen in the general structure, so far as he got 
56Harold F. Brooks, _9haucer 's l)iJ.grirns: 1'he Artis tic 
Qpder of the Poptraits in~ Prolor;ue (London: Methuen and 
Co. Ltd., 1962), p. Jj', . 
57 ill£., p. J6. 
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to be either critically or creatively original, he serves 
wall the reader '.Jho 1-Ji8hed to find a compact survey of the 
prologue to the Canterbu.:~v 'l'ales. 
In 1962, Durant Waite Robertson's fl Preface to ehaucer: 
Studies in i.Vledieval T'Grspective was published. This book is 
in many respects a study in paradox. It is called A Preface 
to Chaucer, but it is most effective when Robertson talks 
about medieval art styles without reference to Chaucer. 
A basic premise to Robertson's work is his theory that 
man chanses in terms of human relationships.59 He negates 
the possibility of a basic human nattlre: 
These considerations suggest that the literature of 
the past )flay be interesting not because it is "modern," 
but for exactly the opposite reasonr because it is 
different. Perhaps the history of literary expression 
may be valuable ·to u.s, becau.:.Je of a refreshing variety 
of attitude and technique. It is not the purpose of 
this book to search into the causes of the differences 
between medieval and modern literature, but simply to 
describe some of the differences as a background for an 
approach to the poetry of Chaucer. Essentially the 
chapters 1~hich foll01v are concerned l·Jith perspectives, 
with medieval attitudes and opinions which may be thought 
to account in part fp/5 the peculiar ·character of 
medieva.l literature. 0 
Robertson expects too much when he asks the reader to accept 
58 IE.i£., p. 59. 
59Durant Waite Robertson, A Preface to Chaucer: 
Studies in Medi.eval Perspective (Princeton University Press, 
1962), pp. vii-viii. 
60 lli:.£. , p. Viii. 
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the premise that medieval literature is very different 
without a look at possible causes, Also, as Robertson. 
progresses, he forgets a key part of this statement: that 
the i.nformation presented in his book is to be a backgro1.md 
for an approach to Chaucer. Paradoxically, before Roberts-on 
is finished, the information becomes a means by which Chaucer 
is to be studied~ 
He leads from this point to the statement of his 
general approach to the problem: 
It >Ws therefor-e dec:lded to treat the background 
materials under- headings represented by the various 
chapters which follow and to confine the discussions 
of Chaucer to 'Jhat amounts to a ser-ies o61final illustrations of the pr-inciples adduced. 
Such an approach works well to prove Robertson's theory; 
h01-Jever, it is less than completely desirable because his 
choice of examples in this manner- neither shows the deviations 
from the principle adduced nor- proves that his examples are 
not in themselves exceptions to the rule. Using this tech-
nique one could show Chaucer- to be a romantic much like 
Colel'idge or- a neo-ch<ssicis-c much like Dryden, all of 
which would prove little. 
Rober-tson 1 s first chapter, nrntroduction: Medieval 
and JVIoder-n Art," opens with a questionable comparison. He 
contends that architectural changes parallel linguistic 
61_ 
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changes in that the vieweP of either needs to know how it 
was viewed when it was first made public. There seems to be 
two weaknesses here. One is that two such dissimilar art 
1'o:~ms as a:L'ch:\.:.ec·tLtl'u and po0·~:c·y cannot be so compared 
effectively without extensive documentation. 'l'he other, more 
blatant, is that neither can stand without reference to the 
original audience. Small detail may be mi stlnderst ood, but 
both forms,. if well executed, vJill stand the scrutiny of an 
intense audience without failing in their function. To show 
the parallel between art and li.terature (parallel because 
both depict the same action) Robertson comments as follows 
on "The Jl'liller' sTale": 
P.erhaps the most "shocki.ng" passage in The Canterbury 
Tales is the description of the wooing_of Alisoun by 
0 hende Nicholas"; but the technique employed by that 
eager young clerk is illustrated without qualms in a 
fourteenth-century devotional manual (fig. 5) (~· 
where, of course, _it conveys the idea of lechery. 
Certainly Alisoun' s treatment of Absalom at the window is 
more shoclling, but apparently it is oiithout a parallel such 
as the illustration in the manual to help prove Robertson's 
case. Also apparent here is the patristic exegesis so strong 
in Roberts.on 1 s work, A primary function of medieval litera-
ture is to exemplify the Bible. 
In his discussion of medieval literature, Robertson 
lists dr~~a as a missing quality because stylization supersedes 
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it •. This he p~oves primarily outside the Chaucer canon. 
The premise seems to work well outside the Canterbury Tales; 
ho11ever, it neither accounts for the actton p:·.cc interplay of 
the l:inkn of the taleD nor f:'or• ·the internal drama found in 
such tales as the Niller's or the Pardoner's. 
Throughout, Robertson relies on a philosophy of 
literature borrowed from St. Augustine: a philosophy ;Jhich 
says in its most basic form that the reader must develop 
meaning with the greatest povJer of his mind--i·£· apparently 
the best literatQre is the most difficlllt. From this 
Robertson notes: 
What is here descr:i.bed is an intellectual search for 
trllth already f'amiliar in ocher f'orms. Romantic art 
makes a more immedie.te appeal: it 'moves 1 its al.ldience, 
not to think necessarily, but to f'eel, and it leaves 
that audience with a deepened but non;sdiscllrsive 
a1;arenes s of 'the mystery of things, 1 3 
It is from the concept of allegorical meanings that Robertson 
draws so much of his interpretation. f:,s already mentioned, 
medieval literature is, according to him, primarily exegetic. 
Chapter ti•Jo, "Some Principles of lVJedieval Aesthetics, 11 
covers medieval aesthetic Vctlue s in detaiL Unfortunately, 
io is only background data and does not always apply to 
Chal.lcer. The majority of the examples taken from the 
Canterbury 'l'ales a1"e from the. '!Knight's 'I'ale," cel'tainly one 
of less interest to the modern audience than most others. 
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The apparent disregard for realism in this interpretative 
technique and .its application to Chaticer is refuted by such 
realistic portrayals as the Vlife of Bath, the Pardoner, and 
In a discussion of ''Late Medieval Style,'' Robertson 
concludes: 
~h_a t the manifestation [Of Chaucer 1 s realism in his 
taley is convinci.ng on the Stlrface is tribute to 
Chaucer's artistry, but the fact that the picture as a 
whole is a combination of convincing detail and conven-
tional iconographic motifs is an. indication that cg.13ucer 
\vas above all an artist of his own place and time. Lt. · 
Implied in such a statement is the possibility that Chaucer 
was incapable of rising above the general standards of the 
day. Great· wr:iters have al1va.ys used and modified the tech-
niques of their contemporaries. Chaucer most often did so 
· iri his realistic portraiture. Robertson would like to have 
us believe that there is no room for genius to deviate from 
the literary norm of a society. If this were true, Chaucer 1 s 
stature would be reduced to that of Gower and the Canterbu£I 
Tales to another. Confessio Amantis. At this point Robertson 
errs most grievously. 
\vhen he turns from historical data to interpretation, 
he comes up with some very poor readings. He criticizes the 
Prioress for her appearance and makes no reference to her 
extremely sympathetic tale. "In a very real sense, the 
64 Ibid., pp. 243-244· 
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prioress is a 'grotesque.' Her office and habit suggest one 
'face,' while her interest in a kind of courtesy which has 
nothing to do with habit or 
. . 65 
office produces another. 11 The 
Prioress is hardly perfect, bu~ neither is she a grotesque, 
Robertson errs also on Alisoun in the "Miller's Tale." "The 
anticlimax involves a play on the daisy or 'day's eye' 
(pimerole) and the 1pig 1 s eye' (piggesnye). The daisy was 
a symbol both in literature and art for faithful espousal, 
but the 'pig's eye' suggests once more the object of 
• II 66 
animal deslre.... rtobinson glosses plggesnye, ''A flower 
(perhaps the trillium); then, a term of endearment. See 
68 "67 Mill~, I 32 , n. Perhaps Robertson should look at the 
meaning of the word in the glossary for the text he professes 
to use, instead of working over hard at finding possible, 
but improbable, obscure meanings. '£here is litt;le place 
for such weak reasoning in an academic ;Jork. However, 
Robertson continues to follow ~his approach in his discussion 
of the Monk. 'fhere he mentions veneri.e as being possibly 
''the act of Venus.'' Apparently Robertson wishes to make the 
Monk a whore-monger. He concludes: 
Chaucer leaves the sexual overtones of hi.s descrip-
tion vague becaLlse the poi.nt is not simply that. the 
65Ibi£., p. 2~7. 
67 
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F. N. Robinson (ed.), The Comolete Works of Chaucer 
(Second edition; Boston: Houghton Mif:f'lTr!Company,-i957), 
p. 969. 
monk is to be thou~ht of as being lecherous. Any 
monk may be occasionally lecherous, but this one GS a 
deliberate cultivator of the world and the flesh. 
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Such a conclusion from a man who earlier ihsists that Chaucer's 
portraits are characterizations is more than the author 
should expect his reader to accept. 
After Robertson leaves the area of close interpre-
tative reading, he turns to firmer ground. ·on the marriage 
group he notes, "Once it is seen that the elaboration of the 
theme of marriage in the '.l' a los is thematic rather than dramatic 
tho false problems raised by the old theory of the 'marriage-
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group 1 disappear." 'l'his may not be fully acceptable, but 
it is certainly more tenable than some of his previous 
statements. In the aame vein, he is again at least somewhat 
reasonable when he state<t, 11 It should be emphasi-zed that the 
scriptural ideas in this story ffiillY in no way detract from 
its humor; on the contrary, the humorous as opposed to the 
merely farcial element in it is due entirely to its theo-
logical background. 1170 On these issues Robertson makes a 
reasonably logical defense. 
Robertson seems at his best when he forgets his own 
self-imposed limitations on medieval lite.rature·. An example 
of this is found in "JVIedieval Doctrine of Love, 11 his final 
68
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chap tor: 
HoH does Chaucer develop his senten£..t in the Canterbury 
~~ales? Since the collection i:o incomolete, and the final 
a:rrangement unsettled, this question has no precise 
ansvJer'.. Bu.t t.ho FL'ologu.e opens in Ap:r;i,l 1r1~Vl~h thli;l ~)Un in 
Taurus, when nature moves her creatures to love (Fig. 113) 
and the renewal of the earth suggests the renewal of the 
spirit. ~he character of the pilgrimage as it is 
carried out by the individual pilgrims depends on how 
they love; their tales, the revelations of human will 
and motive in speech, are manifestations of the love of 
the speakers. The aberrations of love a·nd the solutions 
to the problems they7~ive rise to are kept constantly before the audience. 
Certainly Hobertson must be judged to be reasonable here; 
holvever, he has removed t'he earlier limitations for which he 
has fought so hard. He refers to individuals~ not charac-
terizations. He refers to b11man will, not stylized reactions. 
Here he is clear and uncluttered, but, paradoxically, it is 
here that he is fartherest fr•om his own premise. 
Elizabeth Salter's Chaucer: 1'he Knight's •rale ~ 
the Clerk's ~['ale, published in 1962, is a close critical 
study of the two sections of the Canterbury Tales mentioned 
in the title. She states her view early in the text: 
Without taking up the anti-historical position of 
some of the American 'NeH Cri.tics', ':io can nevertheless 
recognise the need for critical studies that concentrate 
on the work of literary art rather f~an on its historical 
backeround or cultural environment. · 
71 Ibid., p. ;)02. 
72Elizabeth Salter, Chaucer: 'Jche Knight's 'l'ale and ~ 
Clerk's ·~(London: Edward Arnold Ltd., 1962}, p. ;:.-
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Hiss Salter approaches Chaucer by looking at style and 
language as manifestations of his intent. She attempts to. 
show in these two tales--chosen because the purity 
(idealization) of the tellers made inntlendo and other sly 
references unnecessary--how Chaucer proved his mettle in 
style and word choice. Although she seems to exclude, with 
her comment on "cultural environment," any discussion of the 
sources from which Chaucer worked, she does expend much time 
showing how Chaucer changed his source. Usually she · 
concludes that Chaucer improved the model. 
While discussing ''Style as a guide to meaning in the 
"Knight 1 s Tale," Hiss Salter asserts, "One generalization 
can be made however about the strongl;y functional relation-
ship of style and meaning. Even in the more ornate modes of 
writing there . . ,,73 lS no sense of unnecessary luxury. Such a 
comment needs more verification than Hiss Salter gives in .her 
work. 
Following a dl.scussion of the style in the two ~ales, 
.she concludes that Ch~ucer is often erratic in his serious 
works: he would build to a climax and follow it with an 
inappropriate comment. 74 But she notes that this flaw, if 
it may be called that, is more serious to the modern audience 
than to the medieval because of the difference between the 
73 . Ibld., p. 12. 
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word as listened to and the 1vord as read. 
In general Miss Salter has stated her case clearly, 
but the proof is less obvious. In a discussion of style 
such as this, it is easy to forgot that the reader lacks the 
same frame of reference as the writer and thereby to lose 
the reader. This.is the case with Miss Salter. 
Derek Brewer" s ChauceP in Hie Time, published in 1963, 
is a book which"·· .attempts to give an account of how life 
looked and felt round about Chaucer; it is to that extent a 
sketch of the general culture of his times. 11 ?;) Brewer has 
written a history book, not a work of literary criticism, and 
as such it can here be dismissed quickly. Quotations from 
Chaucer's works are used only to add veracity to the 
commentary Brewer makes. He neither shows medieval England 
as a gloomy place of horror and terror, nor does he say that 
all was gaiety at that time. He attempts to uncover both 
good and bad so that the reader can better understand the 
glamor and the horror of England in the medieval period. The 
general.plan of the book is interesting; the first four 
chapters deal with prevalent general attitudes, and the last 
three more specifically with life as Chaucer might have met 
it while growing up. 'l.'he overall effect of the book is that 
the reader becomes better aware of the difficulty of 
75 Derek Brewer, 
and Sons, Ltd., 
C~ · · n-· '1" __:~aucer 1n .2.!1. ~ 
1963), p. ix. 
(London: 1'homas 
Nelson 
understanding-medieval letters because of the great changes 
in attitudes through which the English-speaking people 
have gone. 
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Robert 0. l'o.yn<l in tho 1963 publication .!J.'he Key !£ 
Remembrance: fi Study of Chaucer 1 s }oetics states his thesis 
early. ''But the criticism I attempt is directed at the 
means by which Chaucer 1 s poetry gets its effects·--how it 
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works and the aesthetic principles out of which it develops. 11 
To achieve this goal Payne turns to a discussion of the 
rhetorical tradition, wherein he defines tradition in three 
ways: 1) as words and usage (language); 2) as models and 
specific sources; and 3) as a continuity of the past as 
. defined by T. S. Eliot. It is the latter two which concern 
Payne. Essentially here the past is books, and the present 
is experience. Payne, in this light, discusses the historical 
background of rhetoric and compares the thirteenth century 
rhetorical poets with the ancients.· He also discusses 
Chaucer 1.s few comments on his own literary style, and 
examples. of r·hetorical techniques found :Ln Chaucer 1s writings 
are given. Hith reference to Challcer 1 s poetics Payne 
concludes:· 
In summary, Chaucer started from (and never grevJ away 
from) the primary definitions of purpose and method in 
76 
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art as laid down by the orthodox tradition in medieval 
aesthetics: poetry is a process of manipulating language 
so that the l'isdom evolved in the past will become 
available, applicable, and operative in the present.?? 
\</hen Payne turns to ill Q.~n.i~.;r·b:.u'Y :eaJ.es he has trouble 
proving his point. He states that.although ~ Centerbury 
'rales is incomplete it is more coherent than the .less 
incomplete Legend of Good lifo~. nAt least it lets us see 
enough of a form to give us the illusion that we can infer the 
rest of it, even thou.gh its central principle of organization 
78 is irrecoverable or never clearly existed. 11 lfuat of the 
simple relating of a series of stories told on a pilgrimage? 
I sn 1 t this a 11 central principle of organization 11 '1 
Payne strives to achieve a worthwhile goal, an evalua-
tion of how Chaucer'B poetry obtains its effects, but the 
effort is so strained in its attempt to follow a narrow plan 
that many of the results are :msatisfactory. Perhaps too much 
is left U..."lexplained when Payne turns to the Canterbury ~~. 
or perhaps the Canterbury 'rales simply defy this type of 
purely historical approach. 
Muriel Bo1o1den 1 s A Header's Guide to Geo:ffr·ey Chaucer, 
published in 1964, is, as stated in the intrbduction, 
concerned primarily with the environmental background of 
Chaucer's work. The book is divided into four parts, of which 
only the first two need be discussed in this paper, These 
?? Ibid., p. 89. 78 -b'd 
..:L2:_.' p. 148 • 
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deal with historical data and envirorunental influences and 
the Canterbury 'l'ales. · 'l'he commentary on history and 
envirorunent concludes:· 
J:'hus Geoffrey Chaucer ~Jrote as he d:Ld not only because 
of his unique and luminous povJer, but also because of 
his situation in time and place in the long, so-far-
unbroken line of human existence. · 'l'he genius is timeless; 
the man, of necessity, is local, We sall examine--or 
re-examine--in the follo<Jing pages Chaucer 1 s poetic 
works with those facts :Ln mind. (9 
'l'his statement makes clear the basic literary philosophy 
which underlies the book. As a result of this Miss Bowden 
does not attempt to find ne1; means of evaluating the 
Canterbury Tales. But what she does find for commentary is 
good, solid material based on fact,. not hypothesis. 
The plan for the discussion of the Canterbury J:'ales 
is somewhat unusual in that it does not present the tales 
to be discussed in any accepted order. Instead she discusses 
the tales according ~o basic influences which'affected 
Chaucer: the chivalric world; the religious and philosophical 
world; the scientific world; the everyday world; and the 
world of. literature. The book is a quickly-paced pres en-
tation of a wealth of Chauceriana, Miss Bowden makes the 
' reader well aware of the. fact that Chaucer thoroughly 
understood the society he portrayed and that he stepped 
beyond the o~dinary in his ability to find universals to 
79 . Murlel Bowden, A Reader's Guide to Geoffrey Chaucer 
·(New York: Farrar, Straus and Company, 196lj.) , p. 14, 
portray. 
Helen Storm Corsa 1 s Chaucer: Poet of !jirth .!ill£ 
Morality_, published in 1964, deals with the comedy of 
optimism in 1'he Canterbur:y Tales, She says in her intro-
ductory passage: 
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'l'his stady is an explanation of some of the ways 
Chaucer's vision of life and of the human condition is 
domic. Its governing thesis is that his poetry provokes 
joy because his philosophical. and theological vie•Je8f 
life confirms some of man's most treasured dreams, 
'l'his book covers first the so-called early j)Oems and then 
turns to the Canterbur:y ~·s.les. 
In the discussion of the Canterbury Tales the emphasis 
is always on how one tale balances another;. 'l:he quitting 
concept, which means that a tale is told to answer or 
parallel is examined along with the general discussion of 
comedy. This is apparent-in Miss Corsa 1 s comment on 11 The 
Clerk's 'l'ale: 
Thus the Clerk's Tale, for all its piou~ exhortation, 
effects a negation ofall the values the 11ife of Bath in 
her monologue and in her tale has charged with vital 
affirmation: love, sex, marriage, "gentilesse," and the 
joy -of living in the midst of hostile forces. But all 
his dislike of her and "her secte" does not "quit" her 
nor her thesis about life. Though the irony of his 
corroboration of her, conclL1sions may be intended to 
diminish her large and lusty presence, it does not do so. 
On the contrary, as his cynicism becomes more evident, . 
so her zest becomes greater. In the contest of attitudes 
80Helen Storm 
Morality (University 
Corsa, Chauce.r: Poet of Mirth and 
of Notre Dame Press, 196/.j.), p."V:' 
. 81 the Clerk may not lose but neither does he w1n, 
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The central thought of the quitting principle is very clear 
in the above, and admirably Hiss Corsa has not attempted to 
skew the ideas to show that the tales necessarily quit each 
other. 
Much of the commentary is devoted to an explanation 
of the portraiture of the Canterbury Tales. This is made 
clear in Miss Corsa 1 s comment on the "Prologue": 
Bet,,Jeen the portraits of the K'1ight and the Pardoner 
are the portraits of twenty-four pilgrims. 'rhey can 
rightly be called ''portraits,'' it seems to me, for, 
even though the literature of the Middle Ages abounds 
with characters clearly delineated in appearance, 
Chaucer's characters, however closely they resemble 
those in 1'he Romaunt of the Rose or in Piers Plowman 
do not realiy do so upon morecareful reading~n his 
hands the allegorical figure that serves to c oncretize 
the abstraction becomes a character the details of whose 
external appearance convey psychological reality. 8~hus, they are portraits in a special sense of the word, 
This "psychological reality" is further examined as the 
pilgrims tell their tales and interact on their journey, 
The .commentary that arises from this aspect of Miss Corsa's 
examination is .fresh and well thought out. She does not take 
away from, but adds to, the vitality which has made Chaucer • s 
.characters live tl;lrough the ages. 
This book-is a welcome addition to the many texts 
written on Chaucer and his works. It serves as a general 
criticism of the Chaucer canon and as such fulfills .a need 
81I!?.iQ. ' p. 155. 
·which has long been apparent. Other books have been written 
to do this, but none are as complete. 
1'homas vi. Craik 1 s 'l'he Comic '1· ales of Cha_ucer.._ 
published in 1964, deals with only part of the Canterbury 
Tales, Craik selected the tales for d:Lscussion on the 
following premise:_ "Ny pFesent principle has been to discuss 
those tales of which the direct and distinct purpose, as I 
see it, is to raise merriment.•• 83 Under this principle Craik 
includes the following tales: 11Niller' s ':Cale," 11 Reeve 's 
1'ale," "Shipman's 1'ale," 11 Nun 1 s Priest':> 1'ale, 11 11 Cook 1 s· 1'ale," 
"Tale of Sir Thopas," "Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 11 "Friar's 1'ale," 
"Summoner 1 s 'l' ale, 11 and "!1erchant 1 s ·r ale," With such an 
approach Craik must exclude much humor from the Canterbury 
Tale~ that is found·in isolation in a tale not primarily 
humorous or in the links to the tales. On the links he 
notes, "The dramatic framework is not what gives the tales 
their excellence; it is an added attraction to tales 
"84 excellent in themselves. By thus excluding the links 
Craik spends his time on a close reading of the tales. His 
approach is lucid and to the point. The general result is 
·another explanation as to why Chaucer was an effective writer 
lvith a broad sense of humor. The emphasis is usually on the 
83
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importance of character and situation in the .tale. One 
important facet of Craik 1 s work is that he is willing to make 
critical judgments: 
But though the end is a satisfy.ing one for this story 
L,1i'l'he Shipman's Tale~, the story itself is less 
. satisfyine; than Chaucer 1 s other completed comic ones, 
with the exception of The Canon's Yeoman's Tale, which 
has no true plot but merely narrates a series of 
roe;ueries practised by a sham alchemist on a gullible 
priest (the Yeoman 1 s autobiographical dis closures are 
much more interesting than his tale). ~!:his is not to 
say that mere thinness of plot is enough to make a comic 
tale unsatisfactory: ~Ch':'. Summoner's Tale has a thin plot 
but has never lacked admirers. 'rhe Sh:ipma~ 'l'ale 
has a sound farcial plot but one which lacks both the 
physical action and the dgwnright improbability 
necessary to great farce. ~ · 
Craik's work is a pleasant relief in a field where excessive 
specialization in interpretation has made most criticism 
unnecessarily obscure. Craik writes clearly and documents 
his commentary .with a plentitude of quotations. The work is 
clearly critical, and Craik's ability to judge the merits of 
each tale considered makes his book meritorious. 
EdvJin J. HoHard 1 s Geoffrey Chaucer, published in 1964, 
attempts to covel' the general background of Chaucer 1 s age, 
his life, a critical evaluation of his 1'orks, and a survey 
of the varying attitudes towards Chaucer ·from 1400 to the 
present time. By attempting to cover too much, Howard has 
failed. 'The background information is, because of its 
necessary brevity, dull. He has no room for exciting 
85 . 
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information. Equally dull is the section on Chaucer's life. 
His concept rif critical evaluation is somewhat peculiar. He 
essentially summarizes what Chaucer has written and adds 
only very brief. common to abo1!.t the works, ·As a result of 
the brevity of the comment, he contradicts himself at times, 
For example he says, 11 1'he Prioress is an imitator of court 
manners and a devout lover of small animals rather than 
86 human being~." . h t 
- There ~s no proof t a she is not a lover 
of human beings; this is only ~award's rather inept inter-
pretation. But he later says that her sympathetic tale, 
' 
which he feels is not satiric, is perfectly fitted to the 
teller, 87 How he can say this after his original comment on 
the Prioress confounds this reader. 
HovJard has attempted to cover in one book what 
necessarily. must be covered by many. His book is not 
effective because his commentary is wasted on summary, not 
interpretation or evaluation. He fails in the very things he 
professes to do. 
. 
Bernard 1<,, Ruppe 1 s A Reading of the Q.!!nterbury Tales, 
published in 1964, is the result of Huppe 1 s lect~res over the 
last fifteen years. It is essentially an interpretation of 
various tales with the purpose of placing Chaucer in a 
86Edwin J, Howard, Geoffrey ChauceE,. (New York: Twayne 
Publishers, Inc., 1964), p. 124. 
87Ibid., p. 166. 
literary tradition similar to that descFibed by Robertson 
in fl PPeface to Che.1J.cer. H11ppe clarifies this in his 
introduction: 
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The> p;tlgt'i!iis ~""'et to emo t:\fl.othtll~, and th;;ir r~aetioru1 
are subtly chronicled, most frequently through the 
tales they tell; more than this, their patterns of 
response unfold a thematic development which .is climaxed 
in the final Fragment X. The design is clearly percep-
tible even though it has not been completed. 'J.'his is 
the primary hypothesis which the follol,ing reading of 
'J.'he Canterbury •rales hopes to support. •rhe reading 
itself will focus on the framatic interplay of charac-
ters •••. The hypothesis to be supported by the proposed 
reading goes further, however, in assuming that Chaucer 
would have wished to convey' a fairly specific kind of 
doctrinal truth because he wrote in a literary tradition, 
older to be sure than St. Augustj.ne, but certainly 88 stemming in the Niddle Ages from his vast authority. 
'rhis he further explains with the following: "The function 
of the sense was, through difficulty, to make the apprehension 
89 
of the s·entence pleasm•able." This then shows clearly 
that Huppe is in the camp of the exegetic critics, His 
interpretation will be centered on the search for doctrinal 
truth. 
Although the approach is similar to Robertson's, the 
critical technique is more facile, and the interpretation 
is acceptable. Perhaps this is because Huppe does not attempt 
to make all his comments fit into the exegetic tradition,. 
For example, he says with reference to "The Miller 1 s Tale": 
(New 
88 
Bernard F. Huppe, A Reading of the Canterbu£l !~ 
Yorkr State University of New York, 1964), p. S· . 
89 . ~ •• p. 7. 
His story then Hill "quite" the Knight's by showing 
up its world of pretense and pretension, for in real 
life women are women, not Emilys; virile young men 
don't act like Palamon and Arcite--they go after their 
wenches, and if they are smart they leave the expense 
of keep~Bg them to some old husband, The tale is 
echoic, . 
It is exactly this sort of precise commentary which causes 
Ruppe's work to function well critically. 
A limitation of this book is that Htlppe does not 
comment on all tales. Unless he feels he has something of 
importance to add to the general storehouse of critical 
information, he will omit a tale from his discussion. He 
covers the "General Prologue, 11 11 1'he Knight 1 s Tale, 11 "The 
Miller's Tale,'' "The Man of Law's Tale,'' ''The Wife of 
Bath's Tale, 11 "The Clerk's Tale," "The Merchant 1 s Tale, 11 
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11 1'he Frankltn 1 s Tale," 11 'l'he Nun's Priest's 'rale," "The 
Friar's 1'ale.," "The Summoner's Tale," "'l'he Pardoner's 1'ale, 11 
and ''The Parson 1 s •r ale," The other tales are omit ted or 
referred to only in passing, 
One point made by Ruppe is worth repeating here: 
'l'o realize the pilgrims only for their warm humanity 
is to realize only a fraction of their reality, for they 
are seen in Chaucer's vision of humanity as human souls 
on a perilous journey, in which each act~~n and each word 
have.consequences terrifyingly absolute, 
This religious absolutism is essential to Ruppe's criticism, 
The comment shows clearly how Ruppe has used his approach to 
90 76. 
. I.£!2.·' p. 
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broaden the spectrum along which Chaucer must. be judged, He 
has not made his theory absolute, however. Other critical 
modes can exist alongside of Huppe's and not be proof that 
the other is wrong. 
Paul G. Ruggiers 1 'rhc~ Art of the Canterbury Tales, 
published in 1965, seems to come as an answer to the unasked 
question which has arisen in this study: where is an overall 
.interpretation 6f Chaucer's Canterbury Tales which does not 
plead special causes? 1'.1 though Ruggiers does not approach 
the tales in an accepted order, he does discuss them as they 
relate to one another under general categories such as comedy 
or romance. This book is s fine interpretation based on a 
careful reading of Chaucer and Chaucerian studies. Ruggiers 
opens with a clear statement of the problem of assessing 
Chaucer and notes the importance of the framing structure. 
"The vitality of the framinG structure is one·of considerable 
importance in our appreciation of the artistry of the work as 
92 
a whole." Under this he notes specifically Chaucer's 
problem: 
To be sure, a writer will tell a tale as well as he 
knows hovJ; but to adjust a tale to a particular teller, 
within particular situations, poses problems of a 
serious order. The tales individually do have. artistic, 
assessable value, aside from their context, but that 
multifaceted view of experience which collectively they 
supply (and this view implies the inadequacy of any tale 
92Paul G. Ruggiers, ~rhe Art of the Canterbury ~I!. 
(l1adison: '.l}he Universl.ty ofWlsconsin l'ress, 1965), p. 6. 
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taken singly) must be seen as the meani~§ of the Canter-
bury pilgrimage as a total work of art. 
The feeling of pervasive awareness apparent in Ruggiers is 
further extended with the admirable discussion of the problem 
of Chaucer 1 s sometimes confusing role as pilgrim, narrator, 
and moralist. Ruggiers ma.ke:o several pertinent observations 
concerning the differing approaches of Dante, Boccaccio, and 
other artists who have a narrator on a tale of a journey. 
Following this introduction to his work, Ruggiers turns 
to the tales, which he interprets as completely as anyone 
before him and much more completely than most. He is not 
given to.unreasonable readine;s or special pleadine;s based 
on unsupported hypotheses. One pleasant aspect of this 
approach is that each character is viewed as if he were real; 
therefore, the interpretations become more accessible to a 
reader. 'l'he social stresses integral withj.n the Canterburz 
'l'ales become clearer because Ruggiers approaches them armed 
with intelligence, a good critical and scholarly background,· 
and a fine sense of the artistry of the tales. His careful 
attention to the varieties of the tales and the tellers 
leads him to conclude: 
Out of the multilevelled view of experience which is 
the "middle" of the Canterbury Tales, with its V@.riety 
of literary types and wide range of meaning, emerges 
one central theme: the very core of Chaucer's artistic 
vision is that ceaseless debate, which ultimately 
9 3ill3.. , p. 7 • 
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produces the contemplative ironist, between the concept 
of des tiny and divine Providence and the fatiguing 
promise of moral responsibility and the freedom of the 
will, between the persistent claims of the appetites 
of the natural man and the higher claims of the spiritual 
man, indeed between the pressures from our wish-
fulfillment selves !md those of the l:'ealist1.c da::r-to-ctuy 
world. • • . In short, Chaucer 1 s vievJ of humanity produces 
the whole range of comic and romantic experience, a 
range so comprehensive as to make tragedy a mere episode 
and so inclusive as to admit the presence even of the 
vile Pardoner and the intrusion of the Canon 1 s ¥aoman, 
trembling on the brink of momentous conviction. 
The breadth which is· Chaucer 1 s is also Huggiers 1 on a 
critical level. He is nearly as comprehensive and inclusive 
as he avers Chaucer to be. The end result is an excellent 
piece of Chaucerian criticism. 
Another 1965 book, George l'v'illiams 1 .!;!; ~ Vie!:!, .2f 
Chaucer, is extremely misleading. Williams states~ 
The point of the following book is that at least half 
of Chaucer's poetry reflects his intense preoccupation 
with individual personalities whom he knew and actual 
events in 1-Jhich he was personally i9~olved or with 
which he was immediately concerned. 
However, this is not a new view of Chaucer. Manly had 
proposed this very sort of thing in Some New Light Q£ Chaucer, 
Perhaps a new view is presented in the great amount of 
importance Williams has placed on the influence of John of 
Gaunt on Chaucer. Williams states, "Because Chaucerian scho-
larship has often failed to see Gaunt as Chaucer saw him, 
94Ibid., p. 2;)2. 
95 George Williams, A New View Qf Chaucer (Durham, N. c.: 
Duke University Press, 1965) in the Preface, page not numbered •. 
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Chaucerian scholarship has often failed to see Chaucer him-
96 
self clearly." 'rhe book is devoted to showing that Gaunt 
was a major influence on Chaucer and as a result a strong 
influence on Chaucer 1 s poetry. All conclusions are based 
on this unprovable hypothesis. Most of the book concerns 
works other than the Canterbury Tales. 
Of the Canterbury 'l' ales itself, Williams analyzes only 
one tale with care, "The Tale of Sir Tho pas. 11 The interpre-
tation is that Sir Thopas is a homosexual and this causes the 
host's reaction. For this interpretation Williams leans 
completely on the concept of double meanings in the wording 
of the story. He then theorizes that the tale is about 
either Gaunt or Richard II; Richard II is the more likely 
according to Williams. For the remaining tales Williams only 
makes very brief short comments which seem to fit his theory. 
He does not interpret the tales in any extended fashion. 
Unfortunately this approach is a better intellectual 
exercise than a critical co®nentary. Williams' conclusions 
lack proof and are therefore difficult to accept. The book 
is a very disappointing one 1-Jith Httle to recommend it, 
Chaucerian criticism of the last fifteen years has 
emphasized more purely critical types of commentary. 'l'here 
are extensive discussions of style and technique as seen in 
96_ ~., p. 19. 
Baum, Baldwin, and Schaar. Schaar is unusual because his 
approach is more scholarly than critical, but his main 
emphasis is on the technique of writing. Hiss Giffin is 
lOLe 
also exceptional in this period because of the scholarly 
nature of her study of Chaucer 1 s purported audience. Brewer, 
too, is outside the trend in Chaucerian studies because of 
his emphasis on history and attitude. The qajor trend, 
however, is one of criticism. Usually the author finds some 
idea·to examine in a central thesis with an eye to interpre-
tation and evaluation. J. defect of this approach is that 
the critic is at times so isolated in his idea that his 
criticism is weakened. The best example of this weakness 
is the strain Williams puts on his imagination and that of 
his reader with his excessive hypothecation. Robertson, with 
his emphatic exegetic criticism, also suffer13 from what is 
perhaps best called a lost point of view. :fiuppe, using a 
very s.imilar concept·, fares much better because he allows 
himself more latitude. Schaar's studies lack vigor, perhaps 
because they are 'so filled with comparative material. 
But all is not bleak during this time. Muscatine, by 
examining a related literary tradition's effect on Chaucer, 
makes some lucid observations that lead to clearer interpre-
tation and better evaluation of Chaucer's work. Miss Bowden 
shows how Chaucer's environment is reflected in his writing. 
Payne examines rhetoric to good &dvantage. Brooks and 
10;5 
Ruggiers use the concept of artistry to evaluate and 
interpret Chaucer's great poem. Craik and JVJiss Corsa use 
varying concepts of comedy as their tools to open the doors 
to Chal!cer 1 s literary artistry. Lumiansky approaches the 
Canterbury 'l:ales through a discussion of the dramatic 
principles at work. 
As can be seen, the major efforts of 19;51-1965 have 
been critical. The common approach is made through an 
examination ·of the Canterbury :ral~ based oli some idea closely 
related to their literary qualities. In this approach there 
is one major concept whl.ch causes contr.ove1•sy. This is 
patristic exegesis, especially as used by Hobertson. 'l'he 
force of the controversy is apparent in Donaldson's attack. 
Outside this controversy the, differences are primarily ones 
of emphasis. 
CHAPTEH V 
CONCLUSION 
The years 1900-1965 have been rich in Chaucerian 
studies, as can be seen by a simple counting of the nwmber 
of books discussed here. A peculiar phenomenon which.became 
apparent as this study developed was that the time periods, 
used as divisions to simplify the approach and chosen 
arbitrarily, have a significance of their own. Each period 
is characterized by a type of study. 
The studies of the years 1900-1925 are primarily 
scholarly. '.l:he writers deal with su.ch problems as the best 
text, the commentary of others, information concerning 
Chau.cer 1 s predecessors and contemporaries, and sources used 
by Chaucer. The dramatic importance of the tales is 
recognized by Kittredge and Legouis; otherwise, interpre-
tation is most apparent by its absence. 
The studies of the years 1926·-19)0 show transition 
from scholarly to critical commentary. Many of the scholarly 
problems were solved. Manly and Hickert and Hobl.nson bring 
an end to the question of the proper text. Many problems of 
sources are solved by the fine work of Bryan and Dempster, 
As these ~laments of potential discussion are removed, the 
writers turn to other methods of investigation. Also, as 
noted in the introduction, the academic world goes through 
a change at this time which requires it to become more 
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·c~itical. More discussion is devoted to the dramatic quali-
ties of the tales. Lowes, Patch, Shelly, and' Lawrence lead 
the way for critical commentaries. As this period came to 
a close very little that was purely scholarly· found its way 
to the presses. Background information and textual materials 
had been rather comprehensively covered. A need for more 
complete analysis of Chaucer's Canterbury 'l'ales and his style 
was left. 
The last fifteen years show Chaucerian criticism 
reaching maturity, Lumiansky's analysis of the dramatic 
character of the pilgrims completes that phase of criticism 
introduced by Legouis and Kittredge. Better analysis has 
be.en made possible because research has been completed in 
areas that are prerequisites to analysis, Interpretation is 
demanded by the times. 1'he analysis varies with the critic, 
but it is present in all but a few instances, Often the 
analysis, because of organization and approach, covers only 
part of the Canterbury Tales. But by 1965 there are two 
works, by Hiss Corsa and Ruggiers, whichmust be qalled 
general criticisms of the tales. One perplexing situation 
arises with the emphasis on critical works. Some authors, 
attempting to find a method of approach, end with one which 
requires more defense of itself than analysis of the tales. 
An extravagant example of this is Williams, with his concern 
for proving a dubious point about Chaucer's relationship 
lOB 
with John of Gaunt. Even though Williams 1 approach is 
prof'essedly historical', he does maintain that his interpre-
tation of' history :ts needed to understand and better interpret 
Chaucer's works. f.~other exumple is the excessive rigidity 
with which Robertson limits himself' in his attempted proof' 
that Chaucer wrote tales which were exegetic, 
Chaucerian studies in the time period considered 
herein have moved from one pole to another, from scholarly 
to critical. By 196.5 the move to critical comment is as 
f'ar f'rom scholarly comment as the scholarly comment of' 1900 
was from critical comment. There is scholarly comment in 
1965 in limited amounts, just as there was limited critical 
comment in 1900, '£his shift to critical commentary must be 
interpreted as the most important development in Chaucerian 
studies, The criticism practiced by such. people as Miss 
Corsa, Ruggiers, and Baum emphasizing the work of art f'alls 
into the category of' new criticism as def'ined in Chapter I. 
The seemingly pervasive influence of the type of' criticism 
has f'ound its way into Chaucerian studies and has proved to 
be a most usef'ul approach to a f'uller understanding of the 
Canterbu£Z Tales, 
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